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Abstract
The ultimate goal of nanomedicine is to perform nanorobotic therapeutic procedures on specified
individual cells comprising the human body. This paper reports the first theoretical scaling
analysis and mission design for a cell repair nanorobot. One conceptually simple form of basic
cell repair is chromosome replacement therapy (CRT), in which the entire chromatin content of
the nucleus in a living cell is extracted and promptly replaced with a new set of prefabricated
chromosomes which have been artificially manufactured as defect-free copies of the originals.
The chromallocyte is a hypothetical mobile cell-repair nanorobot capable of limited vascular
surface travel into the capillary bed of the targeted tissue or organ, followed by extravasation,
histonatation, cytopenetration, and complete chromatin replacement in the nucleus of one target
cell, and ending with a return to the bloodstream and subsequent extraction of the device from the
body, completing the CRT mission. A single lozenge-shaped 69 micron3 chromallocyte measures
4.18 microns and 3.28 microns along cross-sectional diameters and 5.05 microns in length,
typically consuming 50-200 pW in normal operation and a maximum of 1000 pW in brief bursts
during outmessaging, the most energy -intensive task. Treatment of an entire large human organ
such as a liver, involving CRT on all 250 billion multinucleate hepatic tissue cells, might require
the localized infusion of a ~1 terabot (trillion device) ~69 cm3 chromallocyte dose in a 1-liter 7%
saline suspension during a ~7 hour course of therapy. Chromallocytes would be the ideal
delivery vector for gene therapy.
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1. Introduction
Most human diseases involve a molecular malfunction at the cellular level, and cell function is
largely controlled by gene expression and its resulting protein synthesis. As a result, many
disease processes are driven either by defective chromosomes [1] or by defective gene expression
[2]. One common practice of genetic therapy which has enjoyed only limited success is to
supplement existing genetic material by inserting new genetic material into the cell nucleus,
commonly using viral [3-5], bacteriophage [6], bacterial [7], stem cell [8], plasmid/phospholipid
microbubble [9], cationic liposome [10], dendrimeric [11], chemical [12, 13], nanoparticulate [14,
15] or other appropriate transfer vectors to breach the cell membrane. However, permanent gene
replacement using viral carriers has largely failed thus far in human patients due to immune
responses to antigens of the viral carrier [16] as well as inflammatory responses, insertional
mutagenesis, and transient effectiveness. Excess gene copies [17-19], repeat gene clusters [20],
and partial trisomies [21] and higher polysomies [22] can often cause significant pathologies,
sometimes mimicking aging [23]. Attempting to correct excessive expression caused by these
errors by implementing antisense transcription silencing [24] on a whole-body, multi-gene, or
whole-chromosome basis would be far less desirable than developing more effective therapeutic
methods that did not require such extensive remediation.
Electroporation [25] is another classic technique that uses electrical pulses to render cell
membranes temporarily permeable to DNA, but this method cannot target individual cells in vivo
and transfer is not perfect. Nucleofection [26] is a variant of electroporation that permits direct
transfer of DNA into the nucleus, but only for in vitro applications. Lasers have been used to
usher DNA, even sperm, into cells: using nanosecond UV pulses, some DNA is transferred, but
the cells may be damaged irreparably. Femtosecond near-IR pulses greatly reduce cell damage
[27] but DNA uptake is still seriously limited in scope and reliability. Mechanical injection into
tissues of naked DNA plasmids carrying human cDNA into cells has shown promise [28], but
only small lengths of DNA can be transferred and expressed in this manner. Direct microsurgical
extraction of chromosomes from nuclei has been practiced since the 1970s [29-32], and
microinjection of new DNA directly into the cell nuclei using a micropipette (pronuclear
microinjection) is a common biotechnology procedure [33] easily survived by the cell, though
such injected DNA often eventually exits the nucleus [34]. The commercial practice of DNA
microinjection into pronuclei of zygotes from various farm animal species since 1985 has also
shown poor efficiency and involves a random integration process which may cause mosaicism,
insertional mutations and varying expression due to position effects [35]. Finally, for more than
four decades microbiologists have used nuclear transfer [36] and nuclear transplantation [37]
techniques to routinely extract or insert an entire nucleus into an enucleated cell using
micropipettes without compromising cell viability, but such direct manual transfer approaches are
impractical for in vivo therapeutic use in diseased tissues comprising billions or trillions of
individual cells. Nuclear reprogramming [38] employs global resetting of epigenetic
modifications only, without direct changes to nuclear DNA information. Purposeful intracellular
infection by engineered bacteria containing desired supplementary genetic material might also be
possible, given the presence of multiple endosymbionts with integrated genomes in some natural
species [38a], but this biotechnology has not yet been developed.
Nanomedicine and medical nanorobotics [39, 40] offers the prospect of powerful new tools for
the treatment of human disease and the improvement of human biological systems. Previous
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papers have explored theoretical designs or scaling studies for medical nanorobots including
artificial mechanical red cells (respirocytes [41]), artificial mechanical white cells (microbivores
[42]), artificial mechanical platelets (clottocytes [43]), nanorobotic pharmaceutical delivery
devices (pharmacytes [44]), dental nanorobots (dentifrobots [45]), and an artificial
nanomechanical vascular system (vasculoid [46]). This paper presents the first technical scaling
study for a true cell repair nanorobot. Called chromallocytes,* these still-hypothetical mechanical
nanorobots would be infused into the human body, travel to a cell, enter the cell nucleus, remove
the existing set of chromosomes and replace it with a new set, then exit the body, a process called
“chromosome replacement therapy” or CRT. As perhaps the ideal gene delivery vector,
chromallocytes could provide a complete and permanent cure for almost all genetic diseases by
replacing damaged or defective chromosomes in individual living cells with a new set of
artificially manufactured chromosomes that are defect-free copies of the originals. Cell targeting
would be virtually 100% efficient and complete. Full removal of the original DNA avoids any
possibility of iatrogenic aneuploidy (possessing an abnormal number of chromosomes in the
nucleus) which is a leading cause of spontaneous miscarriages [47], genetic diseases such as
XYY syndrome [48] and congenital heart disease [49], and is a hallmark of many human cancer
cells [50].
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* Chromallocytes (pronounced “crow-MAL-oh-sites”) are nanorobots capable of chromosome exchange operations
inside the living human cell nucleus. The etymology derives entirely from Greek roots. The prefix chroma- (as in
chromosome or chromatin, the genetic material present in the nucleus of a cell that is a deoxyribonucleic acid attached
to a protein structure base) was taken directly from the Greek word chroma, meaning literally “color,” referring to the
fact that the chromosomal components of cells would preferentially stain in early cell biology experiments. The root
form -allo- derives from numerous sources, including the Greek roots allage (“change”), allasso or allassein (“to
change,” “to exchange”), allos (“other”, “another”, or “changed”), allothi (“elsewhere”), allotrios (“another’s”), and
allelon (“of one another”). The suffix -cyte derives from the Greek -kytos (noun: “a hollow”) or -cyto, a combining
form meaning “of a cell” or “cells”. Hence “chromallocyte” literally means “a chromosome-exchanging cell”.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------After an introductory overview of the human cell nucleus, including relevant physical aspects of
DNA and chromosomes, the basic chromallocyte scaling design is presented, followed by an
exemplar mission description and a brief analysis of special situations and mission design issues
involving nanorobotic chromallocytes. The proposed design is complex and likely to be
modified, at least in part, as further details of human biology are discovered. As a scaling study,
this paper serves mainly to demonstrate that all systems required for mechanical chromosome
exchange operations could fit into the stated volumes and could apply the necessary forces,
deploy the needed chemical substances, and perform all essential functions within the given
power, space and time allotments. This scaling study is neither a complete engineering design nor
a formal design proposal for a future nanomedical product. Rather, the purpose here is merely to
examine a set of appropriate design constraints, scaling issues, and reference designs to
investigate whether or not the basic idea of a chromosome replacement device might be feasible,
and to determine key limitations of such machines, as an exercise in theoretical applied science
[51e]. Issues in nanorobot biocompatibility, including immune system evasion, have been
extensively discussed elsewhere [40-42].
The reader should note that utilization of this nanomedical device as described will require a vast
infrastructure of mature medical nanotechnology that does not yet exist. The development of
such an infrastructure will proceed in parallel with ongoing efforts to design and build
nanofactories [52] capable of fabricating and assembling medical nanorobots [53]. The existence
of chromallocytes, some decades hence, thus implies the existence of the necessary infrastructure
that is enabled by the same molecular manufacturing technology.
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2. Basic Structure of the Cell Nucleus
The cell nucleus, 5-8 microns in diameter for a 20 micron tissue cell and up to 10 microns for a
fibroblast, is the largest cellular organelle. It is the only organelle that is voluminous enough, in
theory, to admit a micron-scale medical nanorobot into its interior. The nucleus is usually a large
spherical or ovoid structure consisting of nucleoplasm surrounded by its own nuclear membrane
within the cytoplasm of the cell, although its shape generally conforms to the shape of the cell.
For example, if a cell is elongated, the nucleus may be extended as well [54]. Almost all cells
contain a single nucleus, whose primary function is the storage and expression of genetic
information. However, a few cell types have multiple nuclei of similar size, such as skeletal
muscle cells, osteoclasts, megakaryocytes, and some hepatocytes [55]. A few cell types have no
nucleus, such as red blood cells, platelets, keratinized squamous epidermal cells, and lens fibers.

2.1 Nuclear Envelope
The nuclear envelope enclosing the nucleus is a lipid bilayer similar in composition to that of the
cell membrane, except that it is a double-layered membrane which is topologically more
convenient for dissolution during mitosis and subsequent reassembly from vesicles. The nuclear
envelope disassembles at the onset of mitosis and is reassembled at the end of mitosis [56]. Each
of the two lipid bilayer membranes is 7-8 nm thick. The outer nuclear membrane (ONM) is
occasionally continuous with the rough endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and is almost entirely
surrounded by it. Like the rough ER, the ONM is often studded on its outer surface with
ribosomes involved in protein synthesis [57]. Intermediate filaments extend outward from the
ONM into the surrounding cytoplasm of the cell, anchored on the other end to the plasma
membrane of the cell or to other organelles, thus positioning the nucleus firmly within the cell
and increasing its mechanical stiffness almost tenfold [58].
The perinuclear space (or perinuclear cisterna) between the two lipid membranes ranges in width
from 10-70 nm but is usually a gap of 20-40 nm. This fluid-filled compartment is continuous
with the cisternae of the rough ER, thus providing one possible avenue for transporting
substances between the nucleus and different parts of the cytoplasmic compartment.
Another distinctive feature of the nuclear envelope is the presence of numerous nuclear pores,
small cylindrical channels with eightfold symmetry that extend through both membranes and
provide direct contact between cytoplasm and nucleoplasm [59-62]. Each pore complex marks a
point of fusion between the inner and outer membranes. Elements of the cytoskeleton external to
the nucleus appear to be attached to many pores, possibly allowing direct mechanical regulation
of pore activity [63, 64]. Each nuclear pore complex is a huge multimolecular assemblage
measuring 70-90 nm in diameter, with a mass of 125 million daltons, ~34 times the size of a
ribosome. Up to 100 different nucleoporin protein molecules make up the structure [65]. Early
experiments with passive gold particles showed that cytoplasmic particles with diameters of 5-6
nm passed through the pores into the nucleus in ~200 sec, those with diameters of 9-10 nm took
~104 sec, but particles >15 nm were excluded [57]. Closer examination has revealed that the
pores are actually large enough to allow the passage of substrates as large as 23-26 nm [59, 65],
but this is still much too narrow for nanorobots or their flexible robotic protuberances to pass
through without damaging the mechanism. The nuclear localization sequence (NLS), a molecular
tag consisting of 1-2 short sequences of amino acids, marks cytoplasmic proteins for active
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transport through the nuclear pores. Small (~40 nm) arm-like import receptors (cytoplasmic
filaments) ringing the mouth of the pore bind to a protein cargo tagged with an NLS, then flex
toward the pore to shove the cargo into the opening [66-68]. The density of pores across the
surface of the nuclear envelope varies greatly, depending mainly on cell type and the amount of
RNA being exported to the cytoplasm. Values range from 3-4 pores/micron2 in some white cells
up to 50 pores/micron2 in oocytes with a theoretical maximum density of 60 pores/micron2 [57].
A typical ~20 micron human cell has 2000-4000 pores embedded in its nuclear surface [65], a
mean density of 10-20 pores/micron2. Pore structures may protrude at most ~100 nm into the
nucleoplasmic space.
The nuclear cortex is an electron-dense layer of intermediate filaments (composed of the nuclear
lamins common to most cell types) on the nucleoplasmic side of the inner nuclear membrane
(INM) [65]. The cortex, also called the nuclear lamina or karyoskeleton, is up to 30-40 nm thick
in some cells but is difficult to detect in others [57]. Its proteinaceous fibers are arranged in
whorls that may serve to funnel materials to the nuclear pores for export to the cytoplasm. These
fibers may also be involved in pore formation. The nuclear cortex helps to determine nuclear
shape, and also binds to specific sites on chromatin [69] (the form taken by chromosomes
between cell divisions), thereby guiding the interactions of chromatin with the nuclear envelope
[70]. Chromatin binding sites on the nuclear cortex avoid the immediate vicinity of nuclear pores
to ensure unobstructed passage of materials through the pores [70].

2.2 Nuclear Interior, Chromosomes and DNA
The nucleoplasm is the semifluid matrix in the interior of the nucleus. It contains some
condensed but mostly extended chromatin as well as a dynamic structural nuclear matrix [71] of
nonchromatin (mostly protein) material; 398 distinct nuclear matrix-associated proteins
comprising and attached to the matrix had been catalogued as of 2005 [72], many of them cellspecific [72, 73]. Chromosomes assume a highly condensed (compact) state as the cell prepares
to divide, but after mitosis most of the chromosomes relax into a highly extended state that
pervades most of the nucleoplasm. During interphase (e.g., between cell divisions), individual
chromosomes occupy discrete territories [74-76] within the nucleus that may range up to 3-5
microns in diameter, organized in a radial distribution with the most gene-dense chromosomes
located toward the center of the nucleus [77]. The structure and location of these territories varies
by cell type and mitotic stage [78, 79], and may be arranged in the same spatial order as is found
in the wheel-shaped ring aggregate known as the chromosome rosette at the time of mitotic
prometaphase [80]. Note, however, that these territories are not rigid. Changes in the relative
positions of chromosomal territories often occur at speeds of 0.3-0.4 nm/sec, and intraterritorial
movement and flexing of subchromosomal foci measuring 400-800 nm in diameter have also
been observed [81, 82]. Multiple compact chromatin domains within each territory are
surrounded by interchromatin space that is largely devoid of DNA [83, 84]. The nucleosol, or
fluid component of the nucleoplasm, contains salts, nutrients, and other needed biochemicals, and
a number of different granules are also present [85].
Two unbranched polymeric chains of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), with each strand comprised
of a linear sequence of nucleotides on its own sugar-phosphate backbone and joined to the other
strand via hydrogen bonds between complementary nucleotide bases on opposing strands,
constitutes a single molecule of duplex DNA, aka. double -stranded DNA or “dsDNA”. (A
nucleotide has three parts: (1) a nitrogen-containing pyrimidine or purine base (A, C, G, T), (2) a
five-carbon deoxyribose sugar, and (3) a phosphate group that acts as a bridge between adjacent
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deoxyribose sugars.) Besides the hydrogen bonding between base pairs (bp), dsDNA is also
stabilized by van der Waals forces and by hydrophobic interactions between the nitrogenous
bases and the surrounding sheath of water. Each very long molecule of dsDNA, forming the
familiar ~2.3-nm-diameter [86] double helix, constitutes a single haploid genome whose length is
measured in base pairs (pairs of complementary nucleotide bases, one on each strand of the
duplex). The second column of Table 1 lists the number of base pairs per copy of each haploid
chromosome found in the human nucleus. There are two copies of each haploid chromosome in a
diploid chromosome pair, and there are 23 diploid pairs in a human genome, so each nucleus in a
human cell contains 46 haploid chromosomes or 23 diploid chromosomes with a total duplexDNA contour length of ~2 meters (at 0.335 nm/bp [87, 88]). The DNA contains the genes of the
cell, and all 25,000-30,000 human genes [89, 90] are represented, though not expressed, in each
nucleated somatic cell.
Each chromosome in a human nucleus includes a mass of protein roughly equaling the mass of
the DNA. There is very little, if any, free DNA in the nucleus. Chromatin is the complex of
DNA and protein in the nucleus of the non-dividing (interphase, non-mitotic) cell. The chromatin
takes two forms: Euchromatin, which is dispersed and loose, occupying most of the nucleus, and
in which genes are being expressed; and heterochromatin, which is densely packed or
“condensed”, and in which genes are not being expressed. (Fully condensed mitotic
chromosomes are transcriptionally inert, as cells virtually cease transcription during mitosis.)
Both forms are present in living cells during interphase. In its most relaxed state, euchromatin
resembles a network of bumpy threads weaving their way through the nucleoplasm.

Table 1. Number [90] and displacement volume of base pairs
and chromosomes in the human genome
Number of
Displacement Volume of
Chromosome
Base Pairs per
Haploid Chromosome
Number
Haploid Copy
Including All Protein
(bp)
(micron3)
1
245,203,898
0.8386
2
243,315,028
0.8321
199,411,731
3
0.6820
191,610,523
4
0.6553
180,967,295
5
0.6189
170,740,541
6
0.5839
158,431,299
7
0.5418
8
145,908,738
0.4990
9
134,505,819
0.4600
10
135,480,874
0.4633
134,978,784
11
0.4616
133,464,434
12
0.4564
13
114,151,656
0.3904
14
105,311,216
0.3602
15
100,114,055
0.3424
16
89,995,999
0.3078
17
81,691,216
0.2794
18
77,753,510
0.2659
19
63,790,860
0.2182
20
63,644,868
0.2177
21
46,976,537
0.1607
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22
23 (X)
23 (Y)

49,476,972
152,634,166
50,961,097

0.1692
0.5220
0.1743

Haploid Totals:
Female (X)
Male (Y)

3,019,560,019
2,917,886,950

10.3269
9.9792

Diploid Totals:
Female (XX)
Male (XY)

6,039,120,038
5,937,446,969

20.6538
20.3061

The proteins associated with chromosomes are of two types: Histones and nonhistones.
Histones. Chromatin is composed of roughly equal amounts of negatively charged DNA and
globular histone proteins (basic proteins that carry a positive charge at the normal pH found in the
cell [85]). DNA is bound to the histones through electrostatic forces between the negatively
charged phosphate groups in the DNA backbone and positively charged amino acids (e.g., lysine
and arginine) in the histone proteins. Five classes of histones were originally characterized, based
on their relative proportions of lysine and arginine. H3 and H4 are the most conserved proteins in
all of evolution. H2A and H2B have some species-specific differences. These four histone types,
called the core histones, are small proteins, typically 11-15 kD. Then there is H1, actually a set of
several rather closely related proteins with overlapping amino acid sequences. The H1 “linker”
histones show appreciable variation between species and even between tissues, and apparently are
entirely absent from yeast. Among histones, H1 is the largest, about 25 kD [87]. Histone
proteins are sometimes modified by the addition of acetyl, methyl, or phosphate groups, altering
the strength of the bonding between the histones and DNA. Such modifications are usually
associated with the regulation of biological processes such as DNA replication, gene expression,
chromatin assembly and condensation, and cell division [88].
The core histones are organized into ellipsoidally-shaped histone octamers. In human cells a
short ~200 bp segment of dsDNA (~67 nm contour length) is coiled around the curved surface of
each octamer (like a solenoid winding), completing about 1.8 complete turns. Each histone
octamer is composed of two copies each of H2A, H2B, H3, and H4, the core histones.
Stoichiometrically, the core histones are present in equimolar amounts, with 1 molecule of each
per ~100 bp of DNA. H1 is present in about half the amount of a core histone (i.e., 0.5 molecule
per ~100 bp of DNA) and lies external to the particle, since all of the H1 can be removed from
chromatin without affecting the structure of the particles. The DNA+histone particles, called
nucleosomes, are the fundamental units of chromatin, connected like beads on a string by a DNA
molecule that winds around each of them. Approximately 166 base pairs are bound to the
nucleosome (~146 tightly bound to the core particle and the remaining 20 associated with the H1
histone), while the DNA between two nucleosomes is called the linker segment and includes the
rest of the ~200 bp. The average cell nucleus contains 25 million nucleosomes, each ~6 nm tall
and ~11 nm in diameter. H1 is dynamically associated with chromatin, with each H1 molecule
binding chromatin for ~1 minute, then falling off and freely diffusing through the nucleoplasm
until it encounters another binding site [91]. The core histones typically reside on chromatin for
several hours [92].
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The predicted mass of the nucleosome is 262 kD, with a protein/DNA mass ratio of ~1. This
mass includes ~200 bp of DNA of mass 130 kD, a histone octamer consisting of two H2A at 28
kD, two H2B at 28 kD, two H3 at 30 kD, and two H4 at 22 kD (giving a 108 kD octamer), plus a
single H1 at 24 kD. The experimentally measured mass is usually in the range 250-300 kD, with
a protein/DNA ratio of up to ~1.2; the additional variable protein amount represents small
amounts of nonhistone proteins (see below) associated with the nucleosomes.
Nonhistones. The nonhistones are all the other proteins of the chromatin, presumed more
variable between species and tissues, and they comprise a relatively smaller proportion of the
mass than the histones. They also comprise a much larger number of proteins, so that any
individual protein is present in amounts much smaller than for any histone. The nonhistones
perform functions concerned with gene expression and with higher-order structure. RNA
polymerase may be considered a prominent nonhistone. The high -mobility group (HMG)
proteins are a discrete and well-defined subclass of nonhistones, at least some of which are
transcription factors. HMG proteins also exhibit stop-and-go binding to chromatin, but with a
residence time of only seconds and with a significantly larger unbound fraction [93]. Since some
nonhistone proteins are more durably bound to the chromatin, many of these too will be extracted
and replaced in the nucleus by the chromallocyte during the chromosome replacement operation.
If each nucleosome occupies a cylindrical volume of ~570 nm3 per 200 bp, and if associated
nonhistone proteins increase this volume by up to an additional 20%, then this yields an estimated
684 nm3 of histone+nonhistone protein volume per 200 bp of DNA. Applying this estimate to the
base pairs present in each human chromosome yields the per-chromosome and total volume
estimates listed in the third column of Table 1. Note that while nucleotide bases in living cells
are sometimes modified by the addition or alteration of chemical groups (most commonly, by the
methylation of the 5’ carbon atom of cytosine), only 2-8% of the 5’ cytosine carbon atoms are
typically methylated in vertebrates – an amount of methylation which in human DNA would
change the average base pair mass by less than 0.07% [88].
The fact that individual chromosomes in decondensed euchromatin cannot be readily
distinguished in the nucleus except by direct chemical inspection underlies the logic of
chromosome replacement therapy (CRT). Rather than attempting to exchange a single
chromosome among the 23 diploid pairs or to repair a specif ic base pair sequence on a specific
chromosome strand (Section 6.8), CRT does not attempt to sort through or chemically scan
individual chromosomes in situ, but simply exchanges them all at the same time in a single
replacement operation.
The displacement volume of old chromosomal material to be removed from the cell nucleus by
the chromallocyte is taken as 20.654 micron3 for the slightly larger chromatin load that is present
in the typical cell nucleus of a human female (Table 1). Additionally, the mass of the RNA
present in the eukaryotic cell nucleus is taken as ~10% of the mass of the DNA – there is ~10
times more RNA than DNA in the human cell [39zz], but most of this RNA is present in
extranuclear ribosomes (incorporating rRNA) and tRNA with only ~3% of cellular eukaryotic
RNA present as mRNA [87], of which we assume perhaps one-third is intranuclear, given the
typical >30:1 cytoplasm/nucleoplasm ratio. Much of the intranuclear RNA consists of nascent
chains still associated with the template DNA. Conservatively adding the entire nuclear RNA
volume of ~28.5 nm3 per 200 bp (~0.86 micron3 for the cell nucleus of a human female) brings
the total displacement volume of material to be removed to ~21.5 micron3, which includes 9.46
micron3 of DNA/RNA and 12.04 micron3 of protein. The empirical buoyant density of DNA is
ρDNA = 1.660 + 0.00098(GC%) gm/cm3, where GC% is the fractional GC nucleotide content
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expressed as a percentage [87]; GC% ~ 42% for mammalian DNA [87], hence ρDNA ~ 1.70
gm/cm3. Chromatin buoyant density is ~1.40 gm/cm3 [94], so the density of chromosome-related
protein is ~1.10 gm/cm3, hence the total ~2.93 x 10-11 gm of chromosome-related mass to be
removed from the typical human cell nucleus includes ~1.61 x 10-11 gm of DNA/RNA and ~1.32
x 10-11 gm of protein.
If the displacement volume of new chromosomal material to be delivered and implanted into the
cell nucleus by the chromallocyte is conservatively approximated as the same ~21.5 micron3, then
an estimate of the required nanorobot onboard storage capacity requires knowledge of the
maximum chromatin packing density that can be achieved. Chromatin in living cells is most
compact during mitotic metaphase – metaphase chromosomal density is typically 0.043 gm/cm3
in plants and animals [95] and 0.081 gm/cm3 in humans [96, 97], giving packing densities relative
to chromatin buoyant density of only 3.1% and 5.8%, respectively. Similarly, dividing total
chromatin volume of 21.5 micron3 by the average volume of the human nucleus [39a] of 268
micron3 gives an 8.0% packing density for in vivo euchromatin. However, a density of 0.530
gm/cm3, a natural 38% packing density, has been reported in pre-extrusion hen erythrocytes [98].
Duplex DNA packed into the viral capsids of bacteriophages occupies about twice the excluded
volume of the free double helix which gives a packing fraction of ~50% [99], though this figure
might not be considered strictly comparable to the others because the viral material lacks the
associated eukaryotic proteins. For such proteins, we note that natural protein-interior packing
densities are typically ~60%-85% [100] and the volumetric packing factor of closely-packed
spheres of equal radius is (3π2/64)1/2 ~ 68% [101]. For convenience in this scaling study, we
assume that a comparable chromatin packing density of fpacking = 54% (49%, if mRNA is
excluded) can be achieved while preserving chromosome integrity and while leaving sufficient
protein-associated water to avoid denaturation (possibly including small amounts of extractable
stabilizers [102]). This gives a required chromallocyte onboard storage volume of 40 micron3 to
transport a single complete set of human female chromosomes including all genomic DNA and
appurtenant proteins. Note that the volume of chromosome-related material in the nucleus which
is to be exchanged may vary slightly from cell to cell depending upon various factors such as
cytotype, cell cycle status, local protein synthesis activity level, and so forth.

2.3 Nucleolus
Several subnuclear organelles are known [103]. The largest and most prominent is the nucleolus,
a highly coiled structure associated with numerous particles but not surrounded by a membrane
[104]. The nucleolus is a ribosome-manufacturing machine: assembly of precursor ribosomal
subunits within the nucleolus requires ~1800 sec, while the complete assembly of a large
ribosomal subunit (needing only protein to make a completed ribosome) takes ~3600 sec [70].
The nucleolus is composed of DNA, RNA, and proteins. It also has a granular component (each
granule ~150 nm thick) and a fibrillar component, and a variable internal structure [104]. The
granular component consists of ~15-nm particles that are ribosomal subunits in the process of
maturation. The fibrillar component consists of rRNA molecules that have already become
associated with proteins to form fibrils with a thickness of ~5 nm. The size of the nucleolus
correlates with its level of activity. In cells characterized by a high rate of protein synthesis and
hence by the need for many ribosomes, the nucleolus can occupy 20-25% of nuclear volume (3-5
micron diameter in a 20-micron cell), mostly comprised of the granular component. In less active
cells, the nucleolus is much smaller – as small as 0.5 micron in a mature lymphocyte [104].
Nucleoli are frequently located at or near the nuclear envelope, adhering directly to the nuclear
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lamina or attaching to it by a pedicle. In nuclei having a centrally located nucleolus, the nuclear
envelope is folded to form a nucleolar canal that is in direct contact with the nucleolus [104].
Most human nuclei contain only one nucleolus, except for hepatocyte nuclei which may contain
more than one nucleolus [55]. The number of nucleoli in a eukaryotic cell nucleus normally is
determined by the number of chromosomes with secondary constrictions, or nucleolus organizer
regions (NORs). The human genome contains five NORs per haploid chromosome set, or 10
NORs per diploid nucleus, each located near the tip of a chromosome. However, instead of 10
separate nucleoli, the typical human nucleus contains a single large nucleolus representing the
association of loops of chromatin from the 10 separate chromosomes with NORs. The DNA from
the remaining diploid chromosomes is distributed in specific regions throughout the nucleoplasm.
During mitosis, the chromosomes condense into a more compact form and the nucleolus shrinks,
then disappears altogether. A cell undergoing mitosis thus has no nucleolus and synthesizes no
rRNA. Once mitosis is complete, the nucleolus reappears. During CRT, appropriate molecules
are released into the nuclear interior by the chromallocyte to compel the deconstruction of the
nucleolus without triggering mitosis or apoptosis (Section 5.2).

3. Chromallocyte Structure and Function
This Section describes the basic structure of the chromallocyte including all important
subsystems. For computational convenience in performing this scaling study, the constitutive
equations assume only circular or rectangular component geometries. The anticipated nonangular
and noncircular surfaces in the actual nanorobotic device (e.g., curved hulls, rounded corners,
etc.) will cause minor deviations from the calculated sizes and volumes reported here but should
not significantly affect the overall design.

3.1 Overall Nanorobot Structure
The chromallocyte (Figure 1) is a lozenge-shaped motile cell-repair nanorobot having an
estimated external (displacement) volume of 69.250 micron3, a minimum (non-distended) surface
area of 102.778 micron2, an unloaded “dry” mass of 80.239 pg (incorporating ~4.0 x 1012 atoms
of nanomachine structure, mostly diamondoid) and a fully -loaded mass (including “wet” cargo)
of ~109.5 pg. The nanorobot measures 4.18 microns wide, 3.28 microns tall, and 5.05 microns in
length, with a maximum transdevice diameter (along a rectangular prismatic diagonal) of 7.33
microns. These values are the result of a simultaneous partial optimization of several important
design constraints as described below.

Figure 1. Artist’s conceptions of the basic chromallocyte design: early sketch of device with
mobility grapples extended (left); devices walking along luminal wall of blood vessel (right).
Image © 2006 Stimulacra LLC (www.stimulacra.net) and Robert A. Freitas Jr
(www.rfreitas.com).
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The transdevice diameter for free-floating bloodstream nanorobots [39b] is normally limited to ~4
microns to avoid trapping in the smallest-diameter human capillary vessels [39c, 40a].
Chromallocytes are not allowed to free-flow and are restricted to vascular surfaces when
traversing the bloodstream, both during infusion and extraction from the body at the end of the
mission (Section 5.2). At 69.250 micron3 they remain smaller in volume than either erythrocytes
(~95 micron3 red cells) or granulocytes (~1000 micron3 white cells) which regularly traverse the
microvasculature. Cell intrusiveness [40c] is acceptable since these nanorobots are less than 1%
of typical tissue cell volume, though up to ~25% of nucleus volume.
Figure 2 shows the general structure of the chromallocyte nanorobot. Taking the device’s
lozenge shape as a rectangular prism of external dimensions Xext , Yext , and Zext with hull wall
thickness thull, then the interior dimensions are Xint = Xext – 2thull, Yint = Yext – 2thull, and Zint = Zext
– 2thull. This gives an external volume of Vext = Xext Yext Zext , an internal volume of Vint =
Xint Yint Zint, and an external surface area of Sext = 2(Xext Yext + Xext Zext + Yext Zext ).

Figure 2. Block representation of internal layout schematics for the chromallocyte with Xext =
4.18 microns, Yext = 3.28 microns, Zext = 5.05 microns. For clarity, all features are not shown in
every image.
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3.2 Proboscis Manipulator
A single large axially-positioned manipulator called the Proboscis, of length LProb and outer
cylindrical radius RProb, is used to collect old chromatin from the nucleus and later to transfer new
chromatin from the nanorobot internal storage into the cell nucleus by conduit flow. When
stowed and not in use, the Proboscis resides in a large silo of length LProbSilo and outer cylindrical
radius RProbSilo, with a silo wall thickness tProbSilo = RProbSilo – RProb and with LProbSilo = 1.25 LProb to
accommodate elevator motors, gearing, power connections, and so forth needed to control and
drive Proboscis motions. Assuming the available mechanical energy density of this support
machinery [39d] is dpower ~ 109 W/m3 and taking LProb = 4 microns and RProb = 0.55 micron, then
the maximum mechanical energy nominally available to drive Proboscis motions is EProbMech ~
(0.25 LProb) (πRProb2) dpower = 950 pW which can be provided by onboard power systems (Section
3.6).
The Proboscis is a manipulator similar to the class of telescoping manipulator [39e] originally
described by Drexler [51d], except that the Proboscis contains no telescoping joints. Instead, it is
constructed solely of pairs of canted rotating joints arranged such that their relative rotation
produces a change in angle of the manipulator. Some length change can be provided by the
rotating joints, but Proboscis extension beyond the nanorobot hull perimeter is controlled
primarily by the elevator mechanism in the silo. The Proboscis has relative dimensions similar to
those of the grapple shown in Figure 4 and is also driven by the forced rapid rotation of internal
drive shafts. But the Proboscis has a smooth cylindrical exterior surface and a hollow interior
conduit of radius RProbInt = 0.50 micron to accommodate an outflowing semiliquid chromatin
payload, and terminates in an irising valve that may be opened to allow outflow or closed to
prevent entry of environmental fluids into the nanorobot interior.
During initial use, the Proboscis is extended outward from the slightly convex prow of the
nanorobot into the nuclear interior. Presentation semaphores [39f] on the external surface of the
manipulator are rotated to their chromophilic (chromosome-binding) position, producing a large
adhesioregulatory surface [40b] to which chromatin will strongly adhere (see below). Since the
typical tissue cell nucleus is ~5 microns in diameter and the front end of the nanorobot is slightly
inserted through the nuclear envelope into the nucleoplasm, a Proboscis of length LProb = 4
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microns provides an essentially complete trans-nuclear reach in nuclei of normal size (see Section
6.5). Penetration of the opposite wall of the envelope is avoided by employing an apical-mounted
sensor that detects the presence of a resistive lamin-mesh membrane, halting further extension of
the manipulator. Additionally, smaller adhesioregulated chromophilic tines may be laterally
extruded from helicoid silos in the exterior Proboscis wall producing a muricate surface
resembling a sticky bottlebrush. This enlarges the effective chromophilic volume that is attached
to the manipulator and thus increases the number of potential binding points between Proboscis
and chromatin strands, reducing spool time. The spiny Proboscis is then slowly rotated and
laterally gyrated, spooling any detached chromatin present inside the nucleus into an ellipsoidal
bolus wrapped around the manipulator. The bolus is subsequently withdrawn from the cell by
envelopment within a telescoping funnel assembly (Section 3.3) that is sealed, then retracted,
forcing the old chromatin into vacated vault volumes as the new chromatin flows out into the
nucleus through the Proboscis interior conduit.
A crude estimate of the power requirement for Proboscis rotation during spooling of the
chromatin bolus is provided by the Stokes drag power P = 6π?Rv2 for spheres in fluid, which
generally gives higher values than the more complex Lighthill drag power formula for cylinders
translating in fluid, for this geometry [39h]. At the inception of spooling, a Proboscis of radius R
= RProb = 0.55 micron is conservatively assumed to be inserted into a packed-chromatin-like fluid
of absolute viscosity ? chromatin = 5 x 107 kg/m-sec (Section 3.4) and rotated at a frequency of ? Hz
with a tangential velocity of v = 2πR?, giving a starting drag power of Pstart ~ (6200 ? 2) pW. Near
the end of spooling, the Proboscis plus an attached bolus (presumed spherical) of radius R ~
wbolus/2 = 1.61 micron (Section 3.3) is assumed to be rotating in a cytoplasm-like fluid of absolute
viscosity ? cytoplasm = 100 kg/m-sec (Sectio n 3.3), giving an ending drag power of Pend ~ (0.31 ? 2)
pW. A typical spooling profile might initiate Proboscis rotation at ? ~ 0.1 Hz consuming Pstart ~
62 pW to begin the spooling, slowly accelerating to ? ~ 1 Hz consuming Pend ~ 0.3 pW by the
completion of spooling. The initial 0.1 Hz rotation rate of the Proboscis represents a tangential
velocity of ~0.3 micron/sec, comparable to peak chromosome transport speeds during mitosis of
~0.1 micron/sec requiring ~0.1 pN of force [105]. Note that viscous force dominates inertial:
~0.1 pJ accelerates a 100 pg mass to 1 micron/sec in 1 second. Total spool time is scaled by the
length of the longest chromosome to be spooled since all strands are wound simultaneously.
Assuming 20 equally spaced binding points to chromosome #1 (length 82.1 mm, Section 2.2) or
~500 binding points to all strands and assuming 100% euchromatin, and noting that chromatin
looped between sequential binding points is doubled over when spooled, a maximum length of
2.05 mm must be spooled. Taking a mean bolus diameter of 2.16 micron during spooling and a
mean spooling rotation rate of ~0.3 Hz, spooling requires ~300 turns and an estimated ~1000 sec
to complete.
Chromophilic presentation semaphores will require the design [39dd], simulation [106], and
fabrication of general-purpose reversible binding sites for chromatin. Such artificial binding sites
may be similar to the many known biological receptors and binding sites on proteins having
similar function. These are of two types. First, there are the sequence-specific DNA binding
sites for base-paired nucleotides as found in restriction endonucleases [107] and in gene
regulatory proteins such as the DNA-binding domain of the yeast transcriptional activator GAL4
[108]. Second, there are sites enabling non-specific DNA binding by endonucleases [107] which
permit one-dimensional diffusion of proteins along DNA [109]. Conformational changes in these
binding proteins commonly result in the expulsion of solvent molecules from the interface to
allow for more intimate contacts, both during specific [110] and non-specific [111] binding to
undamaged DNA. Nonspecific DNA binding by other proteins [112] and peptides [113] is wellknown, including, for example, the single-stranded DNA-binding protein (SSB) from E. coli for
undamaged ssDNA [114], the binding site for ssDNA and dsDNA in the highly-conserved RecQ
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helicase protein [115], zinc-finger DNA-binding domains [116], the chromodomains of CHD
proteins [117], the DNA binding subunit (Ku) of DNA-dependent protein kinase (DNA-PK)
[118] that binds to DNA double-strand breaks [119], and the 122 amino acid region in human
XPA (xeroderma pigmentosum group A) protein [120] that recognizes damaged single-strand
DNA as part of the nucleotide excision repair system [121]. Binding sites for phosphate
analogous to those found in DNA-cleaving phosphodiesterase enzymes [122], phosphate-binding
adenovirus type 5 E1A protein [123], the phosphate binding site of 2-deoxyribose-5-phosphate
aldolase (DERA) of E. coli [124], or in the p53-related AML1-CBF beta complex that clamps the
phosphate backbone between the DNA major and minor grooves [125], could allow direct
chromophilic binding to the DNA deoxyribose-phosphate backbone. Other nonspecific binding
surfaces for DNA are found on histones [126], inorganic crystals [127], and elsewhere [128].
Binding sites for histones include HCV-polyprotein-(1343-1379) for core histones [129], murine
antiidiotope BII 2.1 monoclonal antibody for core histone H3 [130], the double-chromodomain
recognition site for the methylated histone H3 tail [117], and NASP (nuclear autoantigenic sperm
protein [131] and nucleoplasmin [132] binding sites for link histone H1. Binding sites analogous
to those for nuclear matrix proteins such as nuclear mitotic apparatus protein (NuMA) which
might be present in protein p73 (allowing it to preferentially bind to NuMA) [133] could provide
supplemental though indirect chromatin adhesivity for designed chromophilic presentation
semaphores.

3.3 Funnel Assembly
After the Proboscis has spooled the nuclear chromatin into an ellipsoidal bolus, the funnel
assembly is extended out into the nucleoplasm, surrounding and ultimately fully enclosing the
bolus. As illustrated in Figure 3A/B, the core funnel assembly is composed of Nann = 5 nested
annuli. Each nested annulus (#1 through #5) has length Lann = 1 micron, wall thickness tann = 35
nm, and a maximum extensibility of fext = 80% (i.e., adjacent annuli retain 0.2 micron lengthwise
overlap at full extension). Drive shafts located internally to each annular plate turn worm gears
engaged on adjacent plates, forcing one plate to slide across the other in the desired manner.
Cam followers on divided segments of the flexible outermost two annuli #A and #B (Figure 3C)
are designed to slide inward to form a circular irising aperture that can establish and maintain full
perimeter contact with the outer surface of the Proboscis, creating an interior void large enough to
contain the entire chromatin bolus (Figure 3D). These two annuli extend to form a watertight cap
across the open end of the funnel. The total exposable surface area of annuli #A and #B
assuming 80% extensibility is ~23.9 micron2, exceeding the ~13.7 micron2 cross-sectional area of
the fully extended funnel mouth aperture by 74%, hence the flexible irising segments comprising
annuli #A and #B can overlap by up to 43% in surface area and still perform their required
function. This function includes pressurization of enclosed contents up to 1000 atm to assist
waste chromatin pumping. A spherical tank of radius Rtank = Xext /2 = 2.09 microns, wall
thickness twall = 35 nm, and very conservative working stress σw ~ 1010 N/m2 (~0.2 times the
failure strength of diamond [39p]) has a bursting pressure pburst ~ 2 twall σw / Rtank ~ 3300 atm
[39q]. While the 35 nm thick annular walls are not entirely solid, only twall = 11 nm is required to
withstand the specified maximum 1000 atm load.
To geometrically accommodate both the Proboscis silo and the stowed funnel annuli within the
nanorobot structure, we require:
Xint = 2RProbSilo + 2(Nanntann) + 2(LGrapSilo – thull)
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Yint = 2RProbSilo + 2(Nanntann) + 2(LGrapSilo – thull)
Zint = LProbSilo – thull
The length of the fully-extended funnel assembly LExtFunnel = fext NannLann must exceed the length of
the fully extended Proboscis (LProb), and the width of the fully-extended funnel assembly wExtFunnel
must exceed the anticipated width of the fully-spooled chromatin bolus wbolus = 2(RProb + tbolus).
The bolus thickness is given by tbolus = (Vchromatin/πLbolus) + RProb2)1/2 – RProb, where Vchromatin ~ 21.5
micron3, the length of the spooled bolus is Lbolus = LProb [39r], wExtFunnelX = Xint – 2thull in the X
dimension, and wExtFunnelY = Yint – 2thull in the Y dimension; hence we require:
Lann = LProb / fext Nann
wExtFunnelX = wbolus
wExtFunnelY = wbolus

Figure 3. Schematics of telescoping funnel assembly and proboscis operation. Annuli #A and #B
omitted in schematics (A) and (B). Images (C) and (D) are © 2006 Stimulacra LLC
(www.stimulacra.net) and Robert A. Freitas Jr (www.rfreitas.com).
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this may be acceptable because the enclosed funnel volume of Vfunnel = 43.63 micron3 slightly
exceeds πRProb2LProb + (Vchromatin / fpacking) = 43.62 micron3. If this funnel volume proves
insufficient, more volume can be made available by introducing more structural flexibility into
the design and a slight outward curve to each deployed nested annulus.
The drag power dissipated by two sliding contacting diamond surfaces with interfacial velocity
vplate and contact area Aplate has been estimated [51a] in the case of nanoscale bearings as Pdrag ~
1100 vplate2 Aplate (watts). Each annulus has a maximum contact area Aplate ~ 2(Xint + Yint ) Lann ~
15 micron2, hence load-free motion at vplate = 40 micron/sec (allowing a 4-micron extension in
~0.1 sec) requires Pdrag = 0.00003 pW for each annulus that is in motion. More significant is the
Stokes drag power PStokes = 6π? cytoplasmRvplate2 ~ 6 pW, assuming R ~ 2 microns for the entire
funnel with all 5 primary annuli operated simultaneously and cytoplasm viscosity ? cytoplasm ~ 100
kg/m-sec [39i]. During funnel retraction to fill the vaults, an additional 26 pW is required to
overcome pipe flow resistance (Section 3.4). A 32 pW load requires a 0.032 micron3 motor to
drive the funnel assembly, assuming a nanomachinery power density dpower ~ 109 W/m3), hence
0.32 micron3 of funnel assembly motor mechanisms are required to maintain tenfold redundancy
in this design. Fluids and macromolecules intruding into the funnel seat during funnel extension
are squeezed out of the space during funnel retraction. Semifluid material trapped during
retraction of the final segments (annuli #5/A/B) can escape through ported weepholes leading to
the external environment that are located circumferentially near the base of the seat, though the
seal created by the closure of annuli #A and #B, once established, might be retained intact for the
duration of the mission if desired.
An alternative design in which nuclear DNA is first digested by intranuclear release of an
engineered synthetic nuclease, then the resultant nucleotide digesta are extracted from the nucleus
via molecular sorting rotors, in principle eliminating both proboscis and funnel, is infeasible
because (lacking the extended sealed funnel assembly or equivalent inflated volume) there is
insufficient onboard storage volume (Section 3.4) to contain the necessary two (or more) genomic
volumes, and is inadvisable because it relies solely upon uncontrolled diffusion processes to
guarantee that none of the original nuclear DNA remains intact.

3.4 Chromatin Storage Vaults
New chromatin destined for placement in the cell nucleus is carried in one of two onboard
chromatin storage vaults which total Vchromatin / fpacking = 40 micron3 in volume. As the new
chromatin is discharged into the cell nucleus through the Proboscis, the old chromatin held in the
sealed telescoping funnel assembly is forced into the vacated storage vaults as they are emptied.
Two vaults, labeled North and South, are shown in Figure 2. Due to the finite volume of each
chromosome and the nondivisibility of new chromosomes destined to be installed in the cell, one
might suspect that the 40 micron3 volume of new chromatin would not be precisely divisible into
two equal aliquots of 20 micron3 each. (Old chromosomes slated for disposal need not be
maintained intact, hence have no such nondivisibility constraint.) However, the two portions can
be extremely close in size. For example, using one portion consisting of the 11 diploid
chromosomes 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 17, 19, 21, and 23 that includes 3,025,486,522 base pairs
(50.098%) and a second portion consisting of the 12 chromosomes 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 15, 16,
18, 20, and 22 that includes 3,013,633,516 base pairs (49.902%) results in two almost identical
aliquots having an insignificant ~0.02 micron3 variance from an exact 20/20 micron3 split.
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Vaults are emptied of their contents by backflushing with pumped-in water, forcing the new
chromatin out of the vault, or are filled with waste chromatin by pumping water out of the vault,
providing a vacuum suction which (with the help of the slowly retracting but sealed funnel
assembly) forces the old chromatin into the vault. It may also be necessary to employ a waterimpermeable diaphragm or piston mechanism separating new and old chromatin volumes, in
order to: (1) avoid water leakage around the chromatin, (2) provide additional ejection force and
ensure smooth passage of new chromatin, (3) prevent mixing of old and new chromatin, and (4)
serve as a diffusion barrier if nuclease is used to fragment the old chromatin trapped in the sealed
funnel (see below). The average flow distance for vault emptying is Lflow ~ (LProb + LVault )/2 ~ 4.5
microns, where LVault ~ 5 microns is the length of a vault of volume VVault = 20 micron3. If the
effective flow radius of a vault is Rflow ~ (VVault / πLflow)1/2 ~ 1.13 microns, the Poiseuille forcing
pressure is ∆p ~1000 atm, and the absolute viscosity of chromatin is ? chromatin = 5 x 107 kg/m-sec
(as estimated from typical bacteriophage DNA discharge parameters in which 2.6 x 10-23 m3 of
DNA passes through a channel of radius 21 nm and length 54 nm in 200 sec under 50 atm
pressure [134]), then the flow time to empty each vault is τflow ~ 8 ? chromatin Lflow VVault / π ∆p Rflow4
= 1950 sec and the power draw is Pflow ~ π (∆p)2 Rflow4 / 8 ? chromatin Lflow ~ 26 pW during the 2τflow
~ 3900 sec that is required to empty both vaults at a net flow rate of ∆Vflow = 1.03 x 10-2
micron3/sec. An additional πRProbInt 2Lflow / ∆Vflow ~ 340 sec is required to clear the Proboscis
internal channel of the final contents, giving a minimum time requirement of 4340 sec to
discharge the new chromatin into the cell nucleus through the Proboscis. Both τflow and Pflow
could be dramatically reduced by allowing vaults to be more rapidly emptied through large gated
portholes temporarily opened in the vaults’ forward surface. However, the present design which
requires new chromatin to flow through the Proboscis allows the physical placement of new
chromosomes in selected intranuclear locations within the work envelope of the Proboscis, along
with any appurtenant enzymes, messenger molecules, or other biochemical supplements that may
be deemed necessary.
To empty the vaults of new chromatin, water from the external environment is pumped into the
end of the vault most distal from the discharge point via molecular sorting rotors which can pump
small molecules such as water against head pressures of up to 30,000 atm [39s]. Establishing a
pumping rate of ∆Vflow = 1.03 x 10-2 micron3/sec requires the transport of 3.4 x 108 molecules/sec
of water. The exemplar 7 nm x 14 nm x 14 nm sorting rotor transports ~106 molecules/sec, hence
a minimum of 340 rotors are needed, or 3400 rotors to maintain a systematic tenfold redundancy
in the design, occupying 0.333 micron2 of hull space and 0.0047 micron3 of onboard volume. An
approximately equal volume is allocated for control and power cabling to the rotors, and for other
support structure. A flow rate of ∆Vflow for ? water ~ 10-3 kg/m-sec water at 310 K at a driving
pressure of ∆p = 1000 atm could be accommodated by an Lpipe = 4 micron pipe having a
minimum radius Rpipe = (8 ? water Lpipe ∆Vflow / π ∆p)1/4 > 1 nm and a negligible total volume
displacement of π Rpipe2 Lpipe ~ 10-5 micron3. (A practical system would use a much larger pipe
radius due to the nanoscale stickiness of water [135].) Note that vaults may be packed (at the ex
vivo chromosome-manufacturing nanofactory; Section 4.3) with new chromatin organized in
layers, with inert immiscible fluid (or alternative mechanical means) separating each layer to
discourage commingling and individual whole chromosomes confined to each single packed
layer. If vault unloading is pulsed or even alternated between North and South vaults, the order
and timing of chromosome discharge can be controlled although the ordinal sequence of
discharge from a given vault is established by the loading order during manufacture and cannot
be altered in situ.
To load the vaults with old waste chromatin, all adhesioregulated tines are retracted and all
chromophilic surfaces are switched to chromophobic settings while the distal end (#A/#B) of the
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sealed funnel assembly is held in close contact with the Proboscis manipulator, maintaining a
watertight seal and trapping the waste chromatin inside the funnel volume. The funnel assembly
then slowly retracts with enough force to establish up to ~1000 atm compressive pressure
(requiring similar or reduced power levels to overcome pipe flow resistance), forcing the waste
material into the vaults through large gated portholes temporarily opened in the vaults’ forward
surface. Simultaneously, the water that fills the Proboscis internal channel and the vaults is
pumped out of the nanorobot to make room for the incoming waste material. Release (then
reacquisition) of a small amount of nuclease enzyme into the enclosed funnel volume could
detach and significantly fragment the trapped old chromatin, making the waste fluid less viscous
and thus faster to pump using less energy, and also eliminating any small residuum of chromatin
strands that might remain attached to the Proboscis exterior, funnel interior, or forward hull
surfaces.

3.5 Mobility System
The primary mobility system for the chromallocyte is the telescoping grapple mechanism
previously described for the microbivore [42a]. Each grapple is mechanically equivalent to the
telescoping robotic manipulator arm described elsewhere [39e, 51d] but is ~2.5 times the length.
This manipulator when fully extended (Figure 4A) is a cylinder 30 nm in diameter and 250 nm in
length with a minimum 150-nm diameter hemispherical work envelope even on the
chromallocyte hull plane (Figure 4B), capable of motion up to 1 cm/sec at the tip at a mechanical
power cost of ~0.6 pW at moderate load (or ~0.006 pW at 1 mm/sec tip speed), and capable of
applying ~1000 pN forces with an elastic deflection of only ~0.1 nm at the tip.

Figure 4. Telescoping grapple manipulators originally designed for the microbivore [42a] serve
as the primary mobility system for the chromallocyte: (A) fully extended grapple, (B) grapple
work envelope, (C) top view of grapple in silo with iris cover mechanism retracted, (D) grapple
footpad covered by protective cowling. Images © 2001 Forrest Bishop, used with permission.

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

Each telescoping grapple is housed beneath a self-cleaning irising cover mechanism (Figure 4C)
that hides a vertical silo measuring 2RGrapSilo = 50 nm of interior diameter (surrounded by 25 nm
thick walls) and LGrapSilo = 300 nm in depth, sufficient to accommodate elevator mechanisms
needed to raise the grapple to full extension or to lower it into its fully stowed position. At a 1
mm/sec elevator velocity, the transition requires 0.25 millisec at a Stokes drag power cost
(operating in human blood plasma) of 0.0008 pW, or 0.08 pW for 100 grapples maximally
extended simultaneously [39ww]. The elevator mechanism consists of compressed nitrogen gas
pumped into or out of the subgrapple chamber volume from a small high-pressure sealed
reservoir, a pneumatic piston providing the requisite extension or retraction force. A grapple -
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distension force of ~100 pN applied for a distance of 250 nm could be provided by 25 atm gas
pressure in a minimum subgrapple chamber volume of ~104 nm3, involving the importation of
~6000 gas molecules into that volume. Removal of these ~6000 gas molecules from an expanded
subgrapple chamber volume of ~105 nm3 induces a complementary retraction force which may be
further assisted by cables, springs, and related mechanisms. The aperture of the irising silo cover
can be controlled to continuously match the width of the protruding grapple, greatly reducing the
intrusion of foreign biomolecules into the silo. Note that although the grapple silo housings
protrude a short distance into the interior vault volume, chromatin that is being offloaded or
onloaded can flow around these small nubbin-like obstacles without damage provided that the
vault-facing surfaces of the silos are curved and atomically smooth (or covered, if necessary, with
a chromophobic coating). Silo control and power cables are placed in smooth conduits running
along the inside surface of the outermost vault walls.
Each grapple is terminated with a reversible footpad ~20 nm in diameter (Figure 4D). For
traversing lipid -rich cell surfaces, a footpad may consist of up to 100 close-packed lipophilic
binding sites targeted to plasma membrane surface lipid molecules (e.g., binding sites to
phospholipids generally [136-138], phosphatidylcholine [139], or other lipids [140]), providing a
secure 100-1000 pN anchorage between the nanorobot and the cell surface assuming a singlelipid extraction force of 1-10 pN [39ee]. Footpads may also incorporate binding sites for proteins
or glycocalyx carbohydrates as needed. For example, traversing vascular surface or ECM
(extracellular matrix [39g]) requires footpads with different reversible binding sites analogous to
ECM-binding domains of human integrins [141], nonintegrin elastin-laminin ECM receptors
[142], the collagen-binding domains [143, 144] in human matrix metalloproteinase-1 (MMP-1 or
collagenase 1), or other variants such as the extended poly(hydroxy)proline protein/ECM
anchoring domains found in Volvox [145]. The footpad tool is rotated into, or out of, an exposed
position from behind a protective cowling, using countercoiled internal pull cables.
A 69 micron3 nanorobot having an equivalent spherical radius of R = 2.5 microns requires a force
of Ftow = 6π?Rv = 518 pN and a power draw of Ptow = Ftowv = 5 pW to be towed by grapples
through T = 310 K blood plasma of absolute viscosity ? = 1.1 x 10-3 kg/m-sec at a peak speed of
v = 1 cm/sec [39h]. Cytoplasm and the plasma membrane has a viscosity that is 4-5 orders of
magnitude higher than that of blood plasma [39i], reducing cytoplasmic transit velocity to a stillacceptable 0.1-1 micron/sec for the same nanorobot and power draw. Even using a 10-fold lower
grapple number density on the chromallocyte surface (dgrapple ~ 1 grapple/micron2) than for the
microbivore (dgrapple ~ 10 grapples/micron2; [42a]), a set of NgrapGC ~ 2πRdgrapple1/2 = 15 grapples
positioned at equal intervals along a great circle of radius R (representing spherical nanorobot
passage through a membrane surface) with each grapple able to deliver up to Fgrapple ~ 1000 pN
could give an aggregate towing force of FgrappleNgrapGC ~ 15,000 pN ~ 30Ftow, or 30-fold more than
the minimum requirement, greatly exceeding the desired customary tenfold redundancy design
objective. Operating 15 grapples simultaneously requires only 9 pW of power. However, to
ensure a wide selection and ready availability of handholds during ECM brachiation and
elsewhere during the CRT mission, the chromallocyte hull incorporates grapples at about the
same number density as the microbivore (~10 grapples/micron2), giving a total of 1027 grapples
per chromallocyte, and includes a variety of grapple end-effectors.
Although the grapples are relatively short (250 nm) when compared to nanorobot dimensions
(3000-5000 nm), they should be adequate for walking on vascular and cellular surfaces whose
cell plasma membranes are covered with a glycocalyx (fuzzy coat of glycoprotein strands)
typically ranging from 10-100 nm thick in human cells (e.g., ~6-10 nm for red cells, 30-60 nm for
bladder cells, 40-70 nm for lymphocytes, 50 nm for myocardial cells, 90 nm for cochlear hair
cells) with intestinal epithelial cells having the most prominent 150 nm glycocali consisting
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primarily of oligosaccharide chains [39j]. The grapples should also prove adequate for vascular
wall penetration (i.e., diapedesis [39k]) and the penetration of cell or nuclear membrane, since
molecular handholds are plentiful.
In the case of histonatation [39cc] (“tissue swimming”) and ECM brachiation [39g] through
acellular tissue spaces, ECM fibrous components are typically spaced up to 10-100 microns apart
[39g]. A brachiating nanorobot can pull itself along individual fibrils, changing direction at fibril
junctions, indirectly working its way toward its cellular target crudely analogous to the path of a
sailboat tacking into the wind. If a nanorobot happened to become entirely detached from all
fibrous moorings and isolated in a liquid volume lacking handholds, two mobility alternatives are
available. First, the Proboscis can be deployed to search for new handholds within a ~4 micron
hemispherical work envelope. Second, the grapples may be operated as cilia, producing slow
swimming motility in the fluid. Grapples can be extended or retracted in 0.25 millisec, easily
allowing execution of a 2 KHz beating motion similar to that of natural cilia [39m] (e.g.,
paramecium cilia are ~20 times longer but also ~20 times less numerous per unit area than for
chromallocyte grapples, two factors which offset because ciliary force ~L [39h]; observed
paramecium propulsion velocities are 0.2-2.5 mm/sec [39n]). Unlike natural cilia, grapples may
be shortened or lengthened during each stroke, and variable-area end-effectors [39xx] may also
be used to enhance the propulsive effect. Note that a grapple tip speed of 1 cm/sec cycling
through a 0.25 micron path length is consistent with a 20 KHz frequency of operation.

3.6 Power Supply
In the microbivore design [42e], power was provided by an oxyglucose fuel cell system that
required 4.453 micron3 of internal tankage, sorting rotors and machinery and 8.6 micron2 of hull
surface in sorting rotors to guarantee a maximum output of 200 pW with tenfold redundancy at a
power density of 23 pW/micron2 or 45 pW/micron3. In the case of the chromallocyte, minimizing
nanorobot volume is a primary design criterion. Additionally, there is only limited availability of
oxygen, glucose, and other energy supplies inside cells for a nanorobot having an extendedduration in cyto mission with a relatively large total energy requirement to complete the mission.
For these reasons, chromallocyte power is provided non-chemically by ten acoustic power
receivers spaced at equal intervals around the equatorial perimeter of the device. Each power
receiver has a piston throw volume of ~0.1 micron3 and can receive up to 200 pW across short
path lengths parallel to the midsagittal plane in an operating-table scenario in which the patient is
well-coupled to a medically-safe 1000 W/m2 0.5 MHz ultrasound transverse-plane-wave
transmitter throughout the procedure [39t]. Each 0.1 micron3 piston measures 464 nm x 464 nm
or 0.215 micron2 in area, hence the entire tenfold-redundant receiver subsystem requires a total of
1.1 micron3 of onboard volume and 2.37 micron2 of hull surface (allowing 10% extra for support
structure), yielding 84 pW/micron2 and 182 pW/micron3 which is four times more compact than
the microbivore fuel cell system. Somewhat higher incident power levels may be required in
certain tissues such as bone, bowel and lung to overcome energy shadowing effects [39t]. Note
that the simultaneous operation of 1012 chromallocytes at a 50-200 pW power draw dissipates
~100 watts inside the human body, below maximum conservative safe in vivo limits [39ac].
To provide a buffered power supply, the chromallocyte uses 0.2 micron3 diamondoid flywheels
[39u] with energy storage density ~5000 pJ/micron3 that can store 5 seconds of maximum normal
power draw at 200 pW. The buffering system includes 10 identical flywheels to provide the
customary tenfold redundancy. A total length of ~1000 micron (~200 Zint nanorobot lengths) of
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diamondoid power distribution cables of radius 5 nm, each capable of carrying 1000 pW of AC
power at up to 60 KHz [39v], has a total volume of ~0.1 micron3.

3.7 Onboard Computers
Onboard computation and control is provided by a computer and data storage system similar to
that employed in the microbivore [42b]. This includes a tenfold redundant 0.01 micron3 CPU
throttled back to a ~1 megaflop processing rate to conserve energy, giving a total computer
volume of 0.1 micron3, and a tenfold redundant mass memory system that is ten times larger for
the chromallocyte (50 megabits, 0.01 micron3) than for the microbivore (5 megabits, 0.001
micron3), giving a total data storage volume of 0.1 micron3. The increased memory allocation is
justified by (1) the increased complexity of a CRT mission as compared to an antimicrobial
mission, and (2) the need for greater reliability, safety, and certainty of result in the case of CRT,
where a mission failure could have more serious medical consequences. Chromallocytes can
receive from the physician via acoustic signaling various parameter changes and high -level
instructions while in vivo, but the nanorobots operate semi-autonomously during most of the
mission.

3.8 Summary of Primary and Support Subsystem Scaling
Good navigational facilities are essential for guiding each chromallocyte to its intended target
cell. To this end, each nanorobot possesses ten 0.5-micron3 acoustic receivers operating in the
10-100 MHz frequency range that can intercept low-power acoustic navigational information
provided by an internal navigational network [39w] or by other means [39x]. These receivers
may also be operated as active transmitters for outmessaging (communication from an in vivo
nanorobot to the physician), though only in buffer-powered <1 second ~1000-pW bursts due to
the large power requirement [39y]. Chromallocytes can issue brief progress reports to the
attending physician through the network in this manner. Each receiver is allocated an additional
0.1 micron3 of support structure. Duty cycles of both receivers and transmitters for both power
and information signals are less than 100% and each function may be allocated fixed or optional
temporal windows in each clock cycle to avoid overlap.
The chromallocyte is allotted a quantity of internal and external chemical, pressure, and
temperature sensors equivalent to twice the numbers used in the microbivore [42c], since the
chromallocyte is larger and also needs additional external sensors to allow (1) identification of the
many different local environments through which it must pass (e.g., bloodstream, vascular wall,
ECM, cell plasma membrane, cytoplasm, nucleoplasm), (2) quick and convenient acquisition of
handholds for the mobility system, and (3) validation of the identity of encountered tissue types.
This will include ~2000 external chemical sensors (sensor dimensions 10 x 45 x 45 nm with 450
nm2 face area) and perhaps several hundred additional external sensors of similar size to measure
temperature, perpendicular and shear contact pressures, and local tangential fluid velocities.
Onboard tankage, surface sorting rotor pumps, external ports, internal pumps and piping for
chemical consumables is also allocated 1.2 micron3 and 0.5 micron2 of hull area in the baseline
design, which includes 1 micron3 of reagent storage. Many of these support systems are located
in the equatorial “utility shelf” volume indicated in Figure 2. The chromallocyte must also
discharge and reacquire many chemical substances such as inhibitors and enzymes during the
mission. The design includes 1000 sorting rotors (e.g., Section 5.2, Step 20) for each of 20
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different chemicals; applying the usual tenfold redundancy gives a total of 200,000 sorting rotor
pumps occupying 2.8 micron2 of hull space and <0.2 micron3 of device volume.
An additional 1.474 micron3 of unspecified mechanisms and support structure is included in the
current baseline design, which is summarized in Table 2.

Table 2. Chromallocyte Baseline Design: External Surface Area, Internal Volume,
and Power Allocations During Normal Operations
Nanorobot
Internal
Hull Area
Volume
Power Draw During
Chromallocyte Subsystem
Allocation
Allocation Normal Operations*
(micron2)
(micron3)
(pW)
Proboscis Manipulator System
One 4-micron-long Proboscis in Silo
1.131
5.655
62
Nanorobot Mobility System
1027 Telescoping Grapples in Silos
2.017
2.420
9
Funnel Assembly
7 Annular Wall Segments (1-5, A, B)
3.211
3.211
---10 Extension/Retraction Motors
---0.320
32
Chromatin Storage
2 Storage Vaults (North/South)
---40.000
---10 sets of 340 Sorting Rotor Pumps
0.333
0.010
26
Power Supply and Buffer Storage
10 Acoustic Power Receivers
2.365
1.100
---10 Flywheel Buffers
---2.000
---Power Distribution Cables
---0.100
---Navigation and Communication
10 Acoustic Message Receivers
10.000
6.000
---Computers
10 CPUs and Memories
---0.200
70
Sensors
External Sensors
0.900
0.200
2
Internal Sensors
---0.080
1
Consumables
Storage Tankage
---1.000
---Pumps, Pipes, Surface Rotors
0.500
0.200
1
100,000 Inhibitor/Chemical Rotors
2.800
0.200
---Structural Support
External Chromallocyte Hull
---5.080
---Unspecified Other Structure
79.521
1.474
---TOTALS
Chromallocyte dry mass
Chromallocyte wet mass

102.778
80.2 pg
109.5 pg

69.250

* Not all systems are operated simultaneously; normal power usage is typically 50-100 pW.

< 203
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Note that if 100% physical compaction of chromatin could be achieved, or alternatively if
chromatin protein content could be entirely eliminated from the removal volume and new
(protein-free) DNA to be implanted was still physically compacted only to ~50% for transport
inside the chromallocyte, then the total required onboard vault volume would shrink from 40
micron3 to 20 micron3, reducing optimal chromallocyte dimensions to 3.3 x 2.6 x 5.0 microns
(~43 micron3) using the same design schema. In the most extreme case, one might imagine
eliminatin g all transportable protein and all introns (traditionally assumed to be “noncoding”
DNA) from the manufactured installable chromosomes if this could be done without any negative
medical consequences, though intron deletion appears problematic because many introns have
important transcriptional promotion, structural, and other epigenetic cellular functions [146].
Such severe genomic compaction would reduce transport requirements to just a ~0.3 micron3
exon-only genomic payload retaining just ~3% of the original genome length, which might allow
the chromallocyte to be redesigned using a “digest and discharge” [39z] (and then “replace”)
schema yielding a nanorobot architecture more closely resembling the microbivore [42] in size
and capabilities.

4. Ex Vivo Chromosome Sequencing and Manufacturing Facility
To manufacture the replacement chromosome set that will be transported to a specific cell by a
chromallocyte, the patient’s existing cellular chromosome set must be obtained and sequenced
using a fast ex vivo DNA reading facility, after which the sequence data can be passed to a DNA
fabrication facility that can manufacture the new chromosomes and pack them into the
chromallocyte.

4.1 Genome Sampling and Modification
In order to replace the patient’s existing genome in a CRT procedure, appropriate DNA samples
must first be obtained. The exemplar whole-organ CRT mission will customarily involve
chromosomal replacement in organs which may have as many as 5-10 different cell types present.
In the future nanomedical treatment environment in which CRT would be practiced, templates for
the standard human DNA sequences in each organ and cytotype (including organ-specific
epigenetic information such as methylation patterns) will be readily available. The task for the
CRT practitioner is to ascertain how the patient’s personal DNA – including the >1 million
known single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) [147] and other structural and epigenetic
variations (see below) – differs from standard sequences by directly sampling the patient’s
genome.
Genome acquisition would begin with a microbiopsy of the organ that is intended to receive CRT.
This could be done using either micron-scale painless skin-penetrating reticulating tissue probes
or a small set of chromallocyte-class nanorobots designed for chromatin-nondestructive DNA
extraction. In this process, all nuclear DNA would be removed intact from 100 sample tissue
cells from each cell type in the target organ, collected from well-separated locations throughout
the organ. If desired, the nuclei of the 100 sampled cells could simultaneously receive a
temporary generic maintenance genome to absolutely ensure cell viability for some number of
hours until they can receive CRT (along with all other cells in the target organ) from the
chromallocytes that will be administered later in the procedure, which could be inserted using a
procedure similar to the one described in Section 5.2. However, normally the destruction of
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~0.000001% of randomly-placed sampling cells should not disturb overall organ function in any
way. The DNA collected from each set of 100 cell nuclei is sequenced (see below) and
compared. This yields a consensus sequence that should be identical to the original pristine fetal
DNA such that all sequence information errors due to DNA damage accumulated during the
patient’s lifetime (e.g., due to aging) have been averaged out. The statistical probability that a
majority of 100 independent DNA samples of each cytotype will possess identical random single
base pair errors at the exact same positions in the sequence is vanishingly small. Note that the
consensus sequence for each chromosome will include one maternal- and one paternalcontributed set.
Systematic base pair errors and variations are more problematic. For example, all descendents of
a reproducing cell that bears a retrovirus-modified sequence will retain the same sequence
modifications, but this will be a known effect of the retrovirus and hence recognizable and
correctable. Additional mixing may occur with recombination or transposons (see below), but
not identically in all or a majority of cells, hence is excludable. Some regions of the genome
(e.g., hypervariable minisatellite DNA repeats at recombination hotspots [148, 149], hotspots at
microRNA genes [150], and the hypermutating immunoglobulin variable region (Section 6.7) and
proto-oncogenes [151]) may be more susceptible to recombination or mutation [152] than other
regions and hence might accumulate similar types of errors preferentially in those locations. To
deal with such systematic errors, the consensus sequence should be compared to earlier genome
sequencing scans that may be recorded in the patient’s medical records, perhaps even from
infancy, and these may be augmented by further sampling, either from the patient’s quiescent
stem cells [153] (very low-activity cells likely to retain the most pristine copies of the “original”
genome) or from the patient’s undifferentiated white blood cell (WBC) [154], hepatic [155],
muscle [156], neural [157] or other progenitor cells which have presumably undergone relatively
fewer mutations and may be more abundant than stem cells. Comparing even a few of these will
allow all errors other than those in the original fertilized egg cell to be detected and eliminated.
Additionally, the unequal recombination of numerous (noncoding) minisatellite DNA regions
(tandemly repeated 10-100 bp units typically representing <10% of mammalian genomes [87])
can slightly adjust region lengths, making every individual genome distinct [87], but these
systematic variations should be easily recognizable in the sequence data. Comparison to a few
representative sample genomes from other organs of the patient might be warranted to detect any
possible epigenetic organ-specific asymmetric distribution patterns of post-mitotic old/new sister
chromatid copies, as has been proposed by Armakolas and Klar [158].
Another complication is the discovery [159] that in addition to single nucleotide polymorphisms,
the genome of each person also has natural genetic “structural variations,” including most
importantly deletions, duplications and large-scale copy-number variants – collectively termed
copy-number variants or copy-number polymorphisms [160] – as well as insertions, inversions
and translocations [161]. There are 1,447 copy number variable regions (CNVRs) in the human
genome [162], ranging in size from 960 bp to 3.4 Mb [163], with ~12% of the genome variable in
copy number [162]. These structural variants can comprise millions of nucleotides of
heterogeneity within every genome, and possibly may contribute to human diversity and disease
susceptibility [161]. An initial mapping [164] has located 415,436 unique human insertion and
deletion (INDEL) polymorphisms, ranging from 1-9989 bp in length and split almost equally
between insertions and deletions. The map identifies five major classes of INDELs: (1)
insertions and deletions of single-base pairs, (2) monomeric base pair expansions, (3) multi-base
pair expansions of 2-15 bp repeat units, (4) transposon insertions, and (5) INDELs containing
random DNA sequences. These INDELs are distributed throughout the human genome with an
average density of one INDEL per 7.2 kb of DNA [164]. Since all cells in a target organ of a
given patient should share the same structural variants, the patient’s uniquely variant genomic
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structure should be reconstructable during sequencing based on information provided by the CRT
genomic sampling procedure previously described.
Additional complicatio ns involve cell differences due to epigenetic gene regulation, most notably
methylation (e.g., only ~10% of genes are activated at any given time). The eukaryotic genome is
normally demethylated, then re-methylated early in embryonic development via epigenetic
reprogramming [165]. After birth, differences in maternal care can induce differential
methylation patterns in some promoter regions, influencing gene expression [166]. Genome-wide
hypomethylation [167] and hypermethylation [168] may be implicated in cancer. An important
special case is X-chromosome inactivation (XCI) [169] in which the X-chromosome contributed
from either maternal or paternal parent is silenced (becoming Barr bodies [170]), leaving the
other one active, in female mammalian cells. XCI for each cell is chosen randomly [171] during
embryogenesis and is presumed to be a permanent selection for all descendants of a cell. While
X-linked transmembrane proteins such as the teneurins [172] reside on the plasma membrane and
thus may be antigenically visible, even in rare cases of extremely skewed XCI (e.g., 80% of cells
favoring one parent [173], rather than the usual ~50%), the immune system recognizes both
isoforms so a different assignment to any particular cell during CRT should elicit no immune
response. Nevertheless, a conservative protocol for CRT would ensure that any replacement
genome will encode the parentally-correct XCI for each cell that is subject to treatment. The XCI
information may be acquired for each cell during initial whole -organ mapping by using chemical
sensors to examine appropriate plasma membrane proteins such as teneurin and then to record
whether the maternal or paternal variants are expressed in that cell.
The patient’s genome can be repaired or modified durin g the replacement process. At minimum,
the replacement set of manufactured chromosomes will be defect-free copies of the originals from
which a lifetime accumulation of aging- [174], free-radical- [175], and genotoxic chemical[176], bacterial- [177], viral- [178] and other disease-related modifications to the DNA of
surviving cell lines have been removed. Telomeres in non-cancerous cells can be restored to their
full length, a key modification providing effective cellular immortalization [179] as part of an
anti-aging therapy [180-182]. Genetic errors causing mis-methylation as in fragile X syndrome
[183] can be corrected. Short genetic sequences called viral retrotransposons [87] or endogenous
retroviruses (ERVs) [184] that have been semirandomly inserted into the genome by retroviruses
during the patient’s lifetime can be readily recognized by comparison to identical or similar
sequences recorded in the publicly available database of known retroviral sequences, and thus can
be edited out of the consensus sequence if desired. Additional post-sequencing modifications to
the patient’s original genome can also be done prior to fabrication of the new chromatin. For
example, inherited genetic diseases may be eliminated by replacing the affected gene sequences
with new sequences drawn from a databank of statistically “normal” sequences for the patient’s
particular gender, race, ethnic background, and MHC-related tissue type. In the case of point
mutations (e.g., sickle cell disease, caused by a single base pair substitution), such corrections are
less likely to affect the activity of other genes. Tissue-resident cancerous cells that the physician
would prefer for structural reasons not to remove (e.g., via microbivore-class nanorobotic
digestion [42] or pharmacyte-induced apoptosis [44]) but to leave physically intact in situ would
automatically be reprogrammed with the “normal” genetic complement for a cell of that type due
to the generic nature of the CRT process, likely reversing the pathology.
Additional genomic housecleaning may include moving nonparasitic transposons (“jumping
genes”) from their current chromosomal location back to a statistically normal chromosomal
location, or alternatively to a new chromosomal location that can be shown to provide improved
cellular (e.g., regulatory, transcriptional, etc.) function or long-term genomic stability.
Transposon-derived repeats constitute up to ~50% of the human genome [185]. Minisatellite
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DNA segments can be regularized in length, or eliminated (for unstable minisatellite segments
such as CEB1 in humans [186]), as can the purely parasitic transposons. Common transposable
genetic sequences found in primate DNA [187] are mostly of two types: LINEs (long
interspersed sequences, typically ~6500 bp long, now believed to be of viral origin) and SINEs
(short interspersed sequences). Primate genomes contain, for example, 1200-2000 copies of a
LINE retrotransposon called L1 [188]. LINEs may not be entirely benign. For instance, L1
elements in cultured human cancer cells were found to delete DNA 10% of the time when they
jumped to a new location, possibly knocking out genes or creating devastating mutations in the
process [189, 190].
In the human genome, the most common SINE is the Alu family, whose members incorporate
similar repetitive sequences of ~300 bp that are interspersed with nonrepetitive DNA in ~300,000
copies in the haploid genome, equivalent to one copy per every 6000 bp of code [87]. If
definitively proven to be transcriptionally and epigenetically inactive, these repeat sequences
might be eliminated even though their contribution to the incidence of cancer may be relatively
small [191] and even though they might be essentially neutral residents of the human genome
[192]. Less conservatively, they could be replaced with unique sequences that could contribute to
genomic stability by minimizing defects that can develop due to improper homologous
recombination repair of DNA [R. Bradbury, personal communication, August 2002]. (Bradbury
notes that the homologous recombination repair pathway [193, 194] must search for a DNA
strand that is “similar” to the one that is broken. If the strand break occurs in a transposon
sequence, the repair system is likely to find a random similar sequence from which to do the
repair that is not the precise sequence it should be using on the chromosome that is homologous
to the broken one – a possible contributing factor to both cancer and aging.) However, Alu
sequences may serve important functions given that: (a) the presence of Alu repeats is
responsible for at least some RNA secondary structure [195, 196], (b) translated Alu sequences
can assist in nuclear localization [197], and (c) truncated Alu sequences may be implicated in
oncogene suppression [198] and in human T-cell silencing [199]. This argues against Alu
deletion.
Beyond repetitive sequences, it might also be possible to shorten or eliminate many introns and
even some duplicative exons not expressed in a particular cytotype or cell lineage, effectively
compressing the human genome into a more compact code that could make cell reproduction
faster or more efficient. But the effects of (a) extensive genomic compression [200] (e.g., upon
regulated chromatin anchoring sites involving repetitive DNA that might control gene expression
[201]), possibly including intron removal [202, 203], and (b) capability augmentations (e.g.,
addition of endogenous whole -genome surveillance systems [204]) remain unknown and further
analysis of such options (and their advisability) is beyond the scope of this paper. For instance,
“junk” DNA may be needed to position exons so that splicing takes place correctly, or to serve as
“sinks” or “decoys” for mutagens to reduce the likelihood that a transcriptionally important gene
is corrupted (rather than the “junk” that is less important), and other functions are also likely.
In all these cases, care must be taken to ensure that new protein variants are not introduced that
could trigger an immune system response. For instance, 20-25% of the human population carries
the apolipoprotein E4 (ApoE4) allele, a gene which is associated with an increased risk of
developing Alzheimer’s disease; the other two more common ApoE isoforms, the ApoE2 and
ApoE3 alleles, lack this predisposition [205-207]. Replacing the ApoE4 allele in a heterozygous
patient (i.e., an ApoE2/3 allele on one dsDNA strand and an ApoE4 allele on the other
homologous strand of the diploid chromosome) is safe because both proteins are normally present
in the body, hence both will be properly recognized as “self”. But replacing both ApoE4 alleles
in a homozygous patient (i.e., ApoE4 present on both strands) with ApoE2/3 on both strands
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introduces a new protein into the body, requiring the physician to investigate whether the regions
of the new protein that contain different amino acids can be displayed by the patient’s MHC
alleles – which might provoke an immune system foreign body response.

4.2 Chromosome Sequencing
A nanorobotic DNA sequencing facility could be extremely small, fast, and cheap. For instance,
J. Craig Venter has been explicitly pursuing the goal of $1000/copy human whole-genome
sequencing by 2012 [208]. In 2003 the J. Craig Venter Science Foundation offered a $500,000
prize for achieving this milestone, then announced in 2005 that it was seeking to raise the prize to
$10 million [209]. The NIH has also solicited proposals for research leading to the $1000
genome [210]. Notes Venter [209]: “Once this threshold has been reached, it will be feasible for
the majority of individuals to have their genome sequenced and encoded as part of their medical
record.” The 1G Analyzer instrument manufactured by Solexa (http://www.solexa.com, recently
merged with Illumina http://www.illumina.com) is estimated to be able to produce a human
genome sequence for ~$100,000/copy in ~3 weeks. Pushing whole-genome sequencing costs
down to $1000 or below may require a nanotechnology based approach.
As a preliminary effort along these lines, Branton’s team at Harvard University has conducted an
ongoing series of experiments using an electric field to drive a variety of RNA and DNA
polymers through the central nanopore of an alpha-hemolysin protein channel mounted in a lipid
bilayer similar to the plasma membrane of a living cell [211, 212]. As early as 1996, these
researchers had determined that the individual nucleotides comprising the polynucleotide strands
must be passing single -file through the 2.6 nanometer-wide nanopore, and that changes in ionic
current could be used to measure polymer length. By 1998, Branton had shown that the nanopore
could be used to rapidly discriminate between pyrimidine and purine segments (the two types of
nucleotide bases) along a single RNA molecule. In 2000 came demonstration of the ability to
distinguish between DNA chains of similar length and composition that differ only in base pair
sequence, and Branton continues to perfect this approach [213-218]. Current research is directed
toward reliably fabricating pores with specific diameters and repeatable geometries at high
precision [219-221], understanding the unzipping of double-stranded DNA as one strand is pulled
through the pore [222] and the recognition of folded DNA molecules passing through the pore
[217], identifying DNA phosphorylation patterns [218], performing experiments with new 3-10
nm silicon-nitride nanopores [217], and investigating the benefits of adding electrically
conducting electrodes to pores to improve longitudinal resolution “possibly to the single-base
level for DNA” [217]. It has been estimated [223] that nanopore-based DNA-sequencing devices
could allow per-pore read rates potentially up to 1000 bases per second. A reader comprising
1000 nanopore DNA-reader sites each reading at 1000 bp/sec could in principle sequence the
entire human genome in ~1 hour, a conclusion supported by recent computational simulations by
Lagerqvist et al [224]. The typical 24-hr replicative human cell cycle time (Section 6.1) also
supports the idea that reading the whole genome can be done very rapidly, even by biology.
Mature nanomechanical sequencing systems should allow the speed of DNA reading to be
improved by another 1-2 orders of magnitude beyond these diffusion-based methods, as
illustrated by the following simple scaling analysis. We start by placing a whole-chromosome
sample from a single cell in a small fluid-filled sorting chamber which is perhaps a few microns
wide. Histones, other proteins, and attached mRNA strands are enzymatically removed and
discarded, then the chromosomes are biochemically and mechanically separated into 46 haploid
strands of dsDNA having a total duplex-DNA contour length of ~2 meters. A length
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measurement and a few other simple tests determine the chromosome number of every double
strand. Each dsDNA duplex strand, ranging in length from 15.7-82.1 mm in contour length and
suspended in an appropriate carrier fluid, is then transferred into a separate long narrow channel.
The positionally-controlled end-effectors [39aa] of two nanorobotic manipulator arms [39bb]
attach to either end of the dsDNA to establish orientation. The strand is cleaved in half at the
center of the strand using a nuclease-like enzymatic end-effector mounted on a third positionallycontrolled manipulator arm or sharp scanning probe tip [225-229], and the two cleaved ends are
attached [230] to another pair of manipulator arms to maintain the two strands in a known
orientation. (Cleavage of individual chromosomes via femtolaser nanosurgery was first
demonstrated experimentally in 1999 [231].) Each half is transported under full positional
control to a second pair of manipulator arms where the cleaving process is repeated. After 10
such cleavings, there would be a total of 1000 strand segments each of length 15.7-82.1 micron
(47,000-245,000 bp) rigidly held by ~2000 manipulator arms. Each strand segment would then
be mechanically scanned using an AFM-mounted tooltip that can chemotactically sense the size
and orientation of the exposed nucleotide bases comprising each base pair, along with their
methylation, thus fully sequencing the segment [232-234]. Alternatively, dsDNA strands can be
mechanically unzipped by applying as little as ~15 pN of force [235] and it may be possible to
partially infer single base-pair sequence by this means because the force is base-pair dependent
[236-239]. (Contemporary scanning probe techniques are more commonly used to produce 3D
ultrastructure images of chromatin strands with a minimum feature resolution of some tens of
nanometers [226-229].)
If: (1) initial sample preparation in the sorting chamber requires 10 seconds, (2) fluid transfer
into the first channel occurs at ~10 mm/sec over a maximum 82.1 mm distance, (3) each
subsequent positionally-controlled cleaving, attachment and transfer operation takes ~5 seconds,
given that a manipulator end effector requires only 0.1 sec to be transported 100 microns at a
conservative arm velocity of 1 mm/sec, and (4) the linear nucleotide sequencing of the final
segment occurs at a conservative net scan rate of 1 micron/sec, then the total throughput time to
mechanically sequence the longest chromosome would be ~150 sec. A contemporaneous
scanning process could measure the methylation pattern of the dsDNA sample segments,
matching these to the by-then-known human methylome [240-242] for this cytotype and organ.
If: (1) the volume of each channel is ~1000 times the volume of the dsDNA segment placed
within it, giving ~100,000 micron3 of total channel volume for each haploid strand sequenced,
and (2) the 2000 manipulator arms including all appurtenant structures each averages ~1000
micron3 in volume, giving ~2,000,000 micron3 of total manipulator volume for each haploid
strand sequenced, then the volume of channels and manipulators to process all 46 haploid
chromosomes from a single cell sample, in parallel, is ~0.1 mm3. Simultaneously processing 100
different cell samples from each of 10 different cytotypes in the target organ thus requires ~100
mm3 of nanomechanical sequencing hardware with a parallel total throughput time of ~150
seconds for all 1000 cell samples. Total power requirement for simultaneously operating 2000 x
46 x 1000 ~ 108 manipulator arms assuming ~10 pW per micron-length manipulator is ~1 mW, a
modest ~104 W/m2 power density overall.

4.3 Chromatin Synthesis
How fast can chromatin be manufactured? Scaling analyses [51b, 243, 244] for convergentassembly-based desktop-sized nanofactories for manufacturing molecularly precise diamondoid
products using positionally-controlled mechanosynthesis predict a throughput rate of ~100 sec
with productivity ratios of ~1 kg/hour of product per kg of nanofactory. Analogously in biology,
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ribosomes assemble proteins according to digitally encoded instructions using
mechanochemically-driven positionally-controlled placement of amino acids in vivo [245]; ~1 kg
of proteins can be assembled by 1 kg of bacterial ribosomes in 270-710 sec, or ~1 hour for
eukaryotic ribosomes [244]. Biological mechanochemistry is employed in DNA-related systems
[246] and the mechanochemistry of organic polymers using positionally-controlled scanning
probe microscope tips has been demonstrated experimentally in a liquid solvent environment
[247]. Alternatively, DNA could be assembled as a rigid polymer structure at low temperature
(20-80 K) and in vacuum using mechanosynthetic tooltips similar to those envisioned for the
fabrication of diamondoid structures under similar conditions [248-250]. We assume that DNA
and protein assembly times in nanofactories specialized for this purpose may be comparable to
the assembly times required to manufacture diamondoid products, given that the making and
breaking of predominantly C-C, C-H, C-N and related covalent bonds are involved in both cases.
Hence ~1012 copies (the maximum for the largest organ) of the entire chromatin (DNA + protein)
mass of ~2.93 x 10-11 gm per cell (Section 2.2) requires the manufacture of ~29.3 gm of genetic
material and should take ~100 sec, roughly matching the continuous throughput time.
Note that custom DNA and peptide sequences have been available for online purchase for many
years [251]. Whole gene synthesis has been actively pursued throughout the 1970s [252-254],
1980s [255-258], 1990s [259-261] and 2000s [262-267]. By early 2000, Glen Evans was the first
to produce made-to-order DNA strands up to 10,000 nucleotide bases in length [268] and was
striving to increase this length by at least a factor of ten. In 2003, Venter’s group at IBEA
reported synthesizing the complete genome of a small (5386 base pairs) phi X bacteriophage
virus in just 14 days [269], and Egea Biosciences’ proprietary GeneWriter™ technology
produced the then-largest gene that had ever been chemically synthesized – over 16,000 bases
with a claimed base-placement error of only ~10-4 [270]. By 2004 a University of Houston group
had assembled 10,000-base-pair DNA constructs [271], a group at Children’s Research Institute
reported synthesizing two 20,000 base pair products [272], and a group at Kosan Biosciences had
synthesized a functional 31,656 base pair polyketide synthase gene cluster [273]. A group at
Vanderbilt University is planning the synthesis of a 113,000 base pair minimal genome
containing 151 genes [274], probably long enough for a very simple bacterial genome. Synthetic
oligonucleotides have also been enzymatically methylated [275, 276]. With synthesizable
genomes increasing in length ~100-fold per decade since the 1980s, a simple log-linear projection
would indicate the probable availability of whole human genome synthesis by the 2020s.
However, positionally-controlled molecular manufacturing would represent a fundamentally
different and still more advanced process compared to present-day oligonucleotide hybridization
and DNA assembly techniques, possibly avoiding many of the current limitations of those
techniques such as high cost, low speed, and high error rate [277-279] that produce unplanned
process mutagenicity.
The manufactured genetic material destined for each target cell will consist first of manufactured
duplex dsDNA which is assembled [280] from two complementary strands of ssDNA that have
been positionally (i.e., non-diffusionally [281]) fabricated base by base, in the desktop
nanofactory [52]. Using positionally controlled functionalized tooltips analogous to DNA
methyltransferase enzymes [282-284], the dsDNA haploid strand is next partially methylated for
the particular cell type, thus allowing the DNA, once installed in the target cell, to express only
the appropriate exons (at non-methylated sites) that are active in the cell type to which the
nanorobot has been targeted. (Methylation involves the addition of methyl groups to deactivate
expression of a section of DNA.) The appropriate X-chromosome strand in each female genome
is silenced. The partially methylated strand is then wrapped around properly modified [285]
(possibly acetylated [286], methylated [287], phosphorylated [288], monoubiquitylated [289], or
sumoylated [290]) histones – incorporating post-translational modifications perhaps constituting a
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“histone code” that may be used by the cell to encrypt various chromatin conformations and gene
expression states [291] – after being joined with its homologue strand to make a diploid
chromosome that is joined at the waist by a centromere. (Further research may determine if
alternative processes involving partial self -assembly of histones [292] and other chromatinassociated proteins [293] onto positionally synthesized DNA can be equally reliable but more
efficient.) The centromere is coded by a conserved relatively short repeating heterochromatin
sequence and includes a complex of associated proteins [294].
Each completed 23-diploid -chromatid set of chromatin fiber would be fully condensed (e.g., by
nondisruptive methods functionally similar to chemically-induced premature chromosome
condensation [295]) into compact supercoiled form [296, 297], then be mechanically packed
[298, 299] into one chromallocyte device that will be sent to a single target cell to replace the
natural genetic material in that cell nucleus. Such sets of chromosomes could also be packaged
into isolated nuclear membranes to form complete artificial nuclei, which may be useful in other
missions or applications.
Some additional hardware and time will be required to pack the chromallocytes with the DNArelated material, recharge the nanorobots with consumables, and download appropriate software
and specific mission parameters into the onboard chromallocyte nanocomputers. One trillion
chromallocyte preparation stations, each allotted 10 times the nanomachinery volume of a single
nanorobot and each able to prepare chromallocytes at 0.0005 Hz (consistent with the 1950 sec
single-vault pumping rate estimated in Section 3.4), would occupy a total volume of ~700 cm3 for
all 1012 stations and could collectively prepare 1012 nanorobots for a single-organ CRT procedure
in ~2000 seconds with a continuous power draw of at least ~26 watts for fluid pumping. (More
efficient nanorobot loading procedures can be envisioned that could significantly reduce these
time and energy estimates, e.g., a removable rear end plate providing direct vault access, but
either parameter could be several orders of magnitude larger without jeopardizing CRT
feasibility.)
The resulting exemplar combined chromosome sequencing and manufacturing facility is
envisioned as a desktop appliance which accepts, as inputs, patient cell samples for rapid genomic
sequencing, empty premanufactured chromallocytes, DNA precursor chemicals and other
nanorobot consumables, along with the physician’s directives and mission design, and then
produces, as its output, 10-100 cm3 batches of fully-loaded programmed chromallocytes ready for
injection into the patient, in total processing times on the order of ~1 hour.
Genetic material mechanically loaded into a chromallocyte at viral packing densities and
pressures is likely to have a long undamaged shelf life [300], given that freeze-dried samples of
variola (smallpox) virus are still infectious after storage for 20 years [301] and samples have been
shown to retain their virulence after storage in ambient conditions at room temperature for at least
18 months [302] and in one case up to 13 years [303].

5. Mission Description
This Section describes a sequence of events likely to occur during a typical chromallocyte
mission in which all cells in a specific organ inside the human body have their chromosomes
replaced with new genetic material. In this procedure, the patient is scanned and prepped while a
dose of personalized therapeutic chromallocytes is manufactured. After infusion into the patient,
these mobile cell-repair nanorobots perform limited vascular surface travel into the capillary bed
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of the targeted tissue or organ. This is followed by extravasation, histonatation, cytopenetration,
and complete chromatin replacement in the nucleus of the target cell, ending with a return to the
bloodstream via the same route and subsequent extraction of the devices from the body at the
original infusion site.

5.1 Mission Summary
The entire single-organ CRT procedure should be completed in an estimated ~7 hours, including
patient preparation and post-operative activities but excluding rescheduled uncompleted
activities. CRT could be performed in five phases as follows:
(I) Organ Survey. Install an in vivo nanorobotic mobile navigation grid [39w] in and
around the patient’s target organ if one is not already present, then use similar navicyte-class
nanorobots [39w] to map the organ and its adjacent tissues and vasculature to micron-scale
resolution. Compile comprehensive list of cytotypes, cell cycle status (Section 6.1), epigenetic
status (e.g., X-inactivation; Section 4.1), and cellular addresses for cells intended to receive CRT
in the target organ. Required time ~1 hour.
(II) Chromallocyte Preparation. Collect samples of patient’s DNA from target organ
for all cytotypes (Section 4.1). Analyze DNA sequence and make necessary adjustments, repairs
or modifications to the genetic sequence (Section 4.2). Manufacture new DNA, load DNA into
~1012 chromallocytes and program them, each targeted to a specific individual cell (Section 4.3).
Required time ~1 hour.
(III) Patient Preparation. Place patient on ultrasonic vibrating table with comfortable
encapsulated gel interface to maximize acoustic power transmission into the body, providing
energy for in vivo chromallocyte activities. Sedate the patient while simultaneously injecting
respirocytes (nanorobotic oxygen carriers [41]) or employing hypothermia to allow much reduced
pulse rate and greatly slowed blood velocity. Install self-guiding flexible nanocannula directly
into blood vessel nearest to the target organ through which chromallocytes can be conducted into
the patient’s body, and through which excess fluid can be removed as required. Required time
~0.5 hour.
(IV) Chromosome Replacement. Introduce through nanocannula up to ~1012
chromallocytes (one per target nucleus) having a maximum nanorobot displacement volume of
69.250 cm3 (Section 3.1), a 1 terabot (trillion device) dosage comprising a modest 7% volume
concentration of nanorobots when suspended in 1 liter of saline carrier fluid. This fluid also may
contain recharged respirocytes [41] to maintain proper tissue oxygenation, microbivore [42]-class
devices to help maintain an aseptic vascular environment, and limited volumes of other auxiliary
nanorobots for specialized purposes. Each chromallocyte requires a total of ~3 hours to travel to
the target organ, complete its tasks in its assigned target cell in that organ, and then return to the
entry point, as detailed in Section 5.2. All chromallocytes are infused into the patient in ~1 hour;
after 3 hours, the first-infused nanorobots have completed their CRT activities and begin to exit
through the nanocannula in the opposite direction, an egress that occurs over the next ~1 hour
until the last-infused nanorobot has departed. Required time ~4 hours.
(V) Patient Post-Operative. Restore patient’s normal blood flow and pulse rates, extract
respirocytes and other auxiliary nanorobots, then uninstall the in vivo nanorobotic navigation grid
if desired. Required time ~0.5 hour.
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5.2 Detailed Sequence of Chromallocyte Activities
The ~3 hour chromosome replacement process to be performed by each chromallocyte during
Phase IV includes a 26-step sequence of distinct semi-autonomous sensor-driven activities,
described below. This sequence must be regarded as illustrative only, given that, e.g., cell
signaling pathways are as yet incompletely understood.
(1) Injection. The nanorobots are introduced through a flexible telescoping nanocannula
(similar to transdermal [304] microcannula [305, 306] but including biochemical and chemotactic
nanosensors [39pp] and nanomotorized guidance) into a small blood vessel located near the target
organ. The injected nanorobots ambulate along the blood vessel surface [39ee] until they reach
the designated target organ. Using information obtained from the navigational grid and the
previously prepared map, the nanorobots negotiate the continually bifurcating vasculature until
they reach the capillary bed, and then the specific capillary vessel, that is located closest to their
target cell. Each nanorobot is assigned the address of a specific cell whose relative 3D spatial
location is known to within ~3 microns of accuracy [39w] on the map. For additional safety, the
nanorobot uses contact chemical sensors to detect the presence of organ-specific vascular ligands
[307] to verify its arrival in the correct organ. Nanorobots that cannot unambiguously and
definitively locate their target cell should exit the body and report their failure to the physician
who may then adjust the mission accordingly. Note that it might be possible to eliminate the in
vivo navigation system and rely instead on less sophisticated means to find cells appropriate to
receive payloads, or even to eliminate the precise one-to-one match between prepared
chromallocytes and the cells to which they are targeted, but exploration of these and related
simplifications are beyond the scope of this paper.
(2) Extravasation. The nanorobots employ controlled diapedesis [39k] to penetrate the
local endothelium of the capillary bed nearest to or within the target organ to gain entry into the
tissues. Diapedesis by natural leukocytes [308] typically requires 3-10 minutes to complete
[39k], a slow pace that may help ensure vessel wall transit without lasting damage. However,
once a passage is opened, safe transit times on the order of 3-10 sec per device for a continuous
convoy of mechanically powered nanorobots appear feasible [39k]. If the total vascular wall area
to be breached throughout the capillary bed [39nn] of a 1 kg organ is ~4 m2 and the nanorobots
pass single-file through ~14 micron2 holes taking ~10 sec per transit (~300/hr), then a 1-hr
infusion of 1012 nanorobots traveling in convoy formation [40d] requires holing a modest ~1% of
the vascular surface. Fluid leakage through temporary nanorobot transit gaps should not exceed,
even in the most severe cases, the normal extravascular water exchange rate [40e] and all
breaches are resealed at the conclusion of convoy transit [39k]. Electron microscopic studies
show that an efficient protein-tight seal is maintained between endothelial cells and a migrating
leukocyte during all stages of its escape [309].
(3) ECM immigration. The nanorobots proceed through the extracellular matrix
(ECM), if transit through acellular tissue is required, moving toward the target cell using their
mechanical mobility system (Section 3.5) for histonatation [39cc] and ECM brachiation [39g].
While leukocyte speeds through ECM are typically 0.01-1 micron/sec [39g], depending on tissue
type, nanorobot brachiation through ECM up to 100 micron/sec appears to be both feasible [39g]
and safe [40f], implying a vasculature-to-target-cell transit time of ~10 sec. Nanorobot passage at
these speeds should not induce a biological mechanical stress response [40g]. In some cases,
upon reaching densely packed cellular tissues the chromallocyte may need to transit around or
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through at most 1-2 intervening cells before reaching its designated target cell [39hh], a process
already demonstrated in biology at smaller sizes and speeds. For instance, actin-based propulsion
through the cytoplasm of one cell with entry into a neighboring cell is practiced by the spotted
fever group rickettsiae [310] at speeds of ~0.07 micron/sec [311], allowing whole-cell transit in a
few minutes. Nanorobots should safely transit cytosol up to ~10-100 times faster [39qq]. If
mechanical disruption of intercellular adhesion contacts by passing nanorobots elicits unwanted
cell responses, mechanotransduction can be temporarily inhibited as described in Step 5.
(4) Cytopenetration. Upon reaching its target cell, the chromallocyte fully enters the
cell by cytopenetrating through the plasma membrane [39ii] with breach-sealing behind it [39jj,
40i] and minimal leakage [39oo]. Analogously, exocytosis-based resealing of a microneedle
puncture through a fibroblast plasma membrane occurs in 5-10 sec [312, 313] and a second
puncture at the same site heals even faster [314]. Several mechanical cytopenetration techniques
for nanorobots have been described elsewhere [39ii], but the chromallocyte might best employ a
solvation wave drive [39kk] employing movable reversible semaphore binding sites [39f] located
on the device surface which are assisted by the motile grapple array (Section 3.5). The slightly
convex prow of the nanorobot may facilitate membrane contact and penetration. Note that a ~5
micron long device performing CRT on a 20 micron cell may reside entirely in the cytoplasm
prior to nucleopenetration. However, the height of a renal tubular cell dependent on a peritubular
basement membrane on the basal side and having a relatively short stretch of microvilli on the
apical side may be only ~4 microns, in which case the chromallocyte may reside partly in
cytoplasmic and extracellular spaces during CRT.
(5) Block mechanotransduction. Mechanical deformation of the plasma membrane or
nuclear envelope can transmit signals either into the nucleus, altering gene expression, or into the
cytoskeleton, eliciting reaction from cell signaling pathways in the cytosolic compartment [315,
316]. For example, vascular smooth muscle cells use multiple sensing mechanisms to detect the
mechanical stimulus resulting from pulse-related stretch and transduce it into intracellular signals
that lead to modulations of gene expression and cellular functions including proliferation,
apoptosis, migration, and remodeling [317]. Although nanorobot-applied forces are small in
amplitude, brief in duration, very high -frequency and generally noncyclical, and even though
somatic cell nuclear transfer (SCNT) succeeds despite much larger distortions of the cell and
nuclear membranes during the nuclear transfer process than are anticipated durin g CRT, it is
nevertheless possible that chromallocyte passage through cytoplasm could elicit a
mechanosensory response which therefore should be inhibited during CRT in a conservative
protocol.
To accomplish blockage, the nanorobot may release into the cytosol engineered synthetic
mechanotransduction inhibitors appropriate for the cytotype of the target cell. (Many examples
of designed synthetic inhibitors [318-320] as well as de novo rationally engineered binding sites
[321], enzymes [322], and proteins [323] have been reported in the literature.) These artificial
inhibitors may be analogous in activity to blocking antibodies [324], K201 (JTV-519) [324], or
methotrexate [325] in bone cells, TMB-8 in muscle cells [326], AIIB2 blocking-type monoclonal
antibody in vascular endothelial cells [327], mepacrine and methyl arachidonyl
fluorophosphonate ketone (AACOCF3) in renal cells [328], inhibitors of Rho-dependent kinase in
fibroblasts [329], and so forth. Plasma membrane disruption is also quantitatively correlated with
Fos protein levels [330]; releasing an engineered synthetic Fos expression inhibitor analogous to
tetrandrine [331] or fangchinoline [332] would reduce or eliminate this response, and RNA
interference (RNAi) might be used to selectively silence translation of existing cytosolic mRNA
[333]. Distribution of a 10 kD engineered inhibitor molecule to 1 nanomolar concentration in the
cytosol of a 20 micron cell would require ~2000 molecules occupying a storage volume of
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<0.0001 micron3 within the nanorobot; or ~100 molecules (<0.000002 micron3) for a similar
concentration in nucleoplasm. Such molecules should also be engineered for maximum
diffusional mobility [334] to facilitate their subsequent retrieval.
(6) Nuclear localization. Once inside the cell, the chromallocyte exposes, at the
anterior end of the device, a set of semaphores [39f, 42d] which will bind to outer nuclear
membrane (ONM) surface but to no other surface inside the cell. Such semaphores may include
contact-sensitive sensors comprised of receptors for the nuclear envelope localization domains of
proteins analogous to transmembrane proteins found only in the ONM such as UNC-83 [335] or
the nesprins [336]. Detection of these specific examples is complicated by possible cytoskeletal
tethering [337], though antibody-like molecules targeting the cytoskeletal-nesprin or cytoskeletalUNC-83 junctions may provide unique epitopes for recognition. The chromallocyte locomotes
intracellularly, perhaps using microtubules as do intracellular bacteria [337a], until anterior
contact with ONM is detected. Receptor binding to ONM proteins then provides temporary
anchorage.
One complication is that the nucleus is normally almost entirely surrounded by endoplasmic
reticulum (ER), a dynamic network of interconnected membrane tubules that pervades almost the
entire cytoplasm [338] and which the nanorobot will encounter before reaching the ONM. While
there is slight evidence that the ER may be sensitive to mechanical membrane damage [339] or to
the physical disruption of the supporting microtubule lattice [340], the integrity of the ER appears
to be maintained during mitosis with little or no fragmentation and vesiculation [341]. It is also
possible that mechanosensitive stretch-activated channels may indirectly induce Ca2+ release by
the ER [342, 343], in which case the endoplasmic reticulum ATP Ca2+ pump could be reversibly
inhibited using an engineered analog to BHQ (2,5-di-(t-butyl)-1,4-hydroquinone), CPA
(cyclopiazonic acid) or thapsigargin [342] that could be released by the chromallocyte during
nuclear transit, then reacquired by the nanorobot during cellular exit in Step 23. Passage through
ER membranes will be mechanically similar to passage through the plasma membrane. Progress
can be monitored by chemical detection of ER-specific luminal proteins called reticuloplasmins
[344] that are found only in the reticuloplasm, the fluid occupying the cisternal spaces of the ER.
Reversibly inducing localized disassembly and subsequent spontaneous reassembly of both ER
and Golgi [345] may avoid transmembrane tunneling but is a more aggressive protocol.
(7) Nucleopenetration. The inner nuclear membrane (INM) is lined and stabilized by
the nuclear lamina layer, which constitutes a filamentous protein meshwork 20-80 nm deep. The
chromallocyte extends grapple arms possessing tethered enzymatic end-effectors analogous to
cellular protein kinase C that can phosphorylate and locally dissolve the nuclear lamina (as
demonstrated by cytomegalovirus [346]), cutting a narrow slit or flap in the INM that can
temporarily permit snug-fitting chromallocyte intrusion. Alternately, Vpr (an HIV viral protein)
blebs nuclear membrane, eliciting transient extrusions resembling solar flares that subsequently
rupture, allowing interchange of soluble components between cytoplasm and nucleoplasm [347].
Such localized nuclear envelope disturbances should not result in microtubule tearing of nuclear
lamina as is observed during the ordered stepwise disassembly of nuclear envelope in a mitotic
cell. The nanorobot should try to avoid applying physical forces to cytoskeletal elements in the
immediate vicinity of the nucleus of a magnitude and frequency sufficient to trigger unwanted
transcriptional, structural, or metabolic responses from within the nucleus [348-351], although
general mechanotransduction will have already been blocked in Step 5 in a conservative mission
design. Such non-mechanosensitive nuclear envelope penetration is exhibited by several
microbial parasites including the tachyzoites of Toxoplasma gondii in mouse (possibly using its
apical secretory organelle called the rhoptry) [352], Nucleospora salmonis, an intranuclear
microsporidian parasite of marine and freshwater fish [353], and the merogonic and gamogonic
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stages of Eimeria parasites in the goose [354], and also by the MVM parvovirus [355] and by
apoptogenically stimulated nuclear-immigrating mitochondria which may be serving as “cargo
boats” transporting organelles or apoptotic proteins to their nuclear targets [356]. Contact with
INM can be detected using sensors comprised of receptors for transmembrane protein domains
analogous to UNC-84 [335] that are found only in the INM. Once sufficient penetration of the
nuclear envelope is achieved, secure mechanical moorings between nanorobot and INM lamins,
envelope matrix, and even external endoplasmic reticulum may be established. The nuclear
envelope more stiffly resists distortion [357] under loads applied at the higher frequencies that
nanorobots are likely to employ [40j], and is stiffer and more resilient than ER or plasma
membrane [358].
(8) Block apoptosis. Chromallocyte activities that surgically remove DNA from cells
resemble mechanical [359, 360] or chemical [361] injuries to chromosomes and appurtenant
protein structures that can trigger cell apoptosis. The nanorobot must comprehensively block this
“cell suicide” response cascade during CRT. Members of the caspase family of cysteine
proteases that play key roles in the apoptotic disintegration of cellular architecture have been
grouped by function into upstream apoptotic initiators (caspases 2, 8, 9, and 10), cytokine
processors (caspases 1, 4, 5, 11, 12, 13, and 14), and apoptotic executioners (caspases 3, 6, and 7)
that are the downstream effector proteases responsible for the proteolysis of key substrates.
Caspases are present in the cell as zymogens that are activated by various extracellular stimuli,
leading to apoptosis.
The chromallocyte can disable the natural apoptotic cascade by releasing artificial caspase
inhibitors into the nucleosol (and cytosol if needed). These inhibitory molecules would be
synthetic analogs of natural inhibitors that are engineered for reversible action (e.g., via weakened
affinity); post-CRT, remaining disabled caspases are naturally proteolytically recycled. Porous
chromosome territories allow inhibitor proteins or protein complexes up to ~500 kD to quickly
diffuse throughout the entire nucleus in <100 sec [362]. Caspase-specific inhibitors are known
for the apoptotic initiators caspase-2 [363-365], caspase-8 [364-370], caspase-9 [363-365, 371373], and caspase-10 [374, 375], for cytokine processors such as caspase-1 [363, 365] and
caspase-12 [376-378], and for the apoptotic executioners caspase-3 [363-365, 379-381], caspase6 [364, 365, 382], and caspase-7 [363, 365, 383-385]. (General caspase inhibitors also exist, such
as the pancaspase inhibitor z-VAD-fmk [386].) It is prudent to simultaneously lock down
multiple components of the apoptotic cascade because of the complex interactions among
caspases – in some circumstances, caspase-6 can activate both caspase-8 [387] and caspase-3
[388, 389], caspase-3 can activate caspase-6 [389], and so forth. A death effector domain (DED)
in the signaling molecule DEDD also localizes to the nucleus and can activate apoptosis from
within the nucleus [390], but anti-DEDD antibodies have been raised [390] so inhibition should
be feasible here as well.
(9) Block DNA repair. Chromallocyte activities in the nucleus could be misinterpreted
by natural biological systems as causing “damage”. In particular, DNA damage is sensed by a
highly conserved mechanism involving the ATM/ATR protein sensor kinases in humans. These
molecules aggregate at DNA lesions only seconds after a double-strand break occurs and activate
signaling cascades that include the Chk protein kinases [391]. These, in turn, trigger both
transcriptional and transcription-independent responses, including activation of DNA repair
machinery via the p53 tumor suppressor pathway and cell-cycle arrest [391]. (If the DNA can’t
be repaired, then p53 attempts to trigger apoptosis, an action which can be specifically inhibited
by pifithrin-alpha [392], Z-1-117 [393], or imino-tetrahydrobenzothiazole -based analogs [394] if
necessary.) The DNA damage response engages multiple levels of regulation involving at least
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30 transcriptional factors, affecting not only DNA repair genes but also genes that influence
protein and lipid turnover, cytoskeleton remodeling, and general stress pathways [391].
The nanorobot need not inhibit all transcriptional factors, but merely enough of them to achieve
practical temporary blockage of the DNA repair response. The chromallocyte should initiate the
blockade as far upstream as possible by releasing an engineered synthetic ATM inhibitor
analogous in function to TRF2 [395], KU-55933 [396], or caffeine [397] in humans, or to similar
sensor kinases found in plants [398] and bacteria [399], or alternatively by temporary direct
sequestration of ATM onboard the nanorobot. The nanorobot can also intervene farther
downstream in the cascade by releasing an engineered synthetic p53 inhibitor analogous in action
to sodium orthovanadate [400] or pifithrin-alpha [401] which inhibit the DNA-binding activity of
p53.
(10) Block inflammation signals. Necrotic or damaged cells release signal molecules
such as the chromatin-associated high mobility group box 1 (HMGB1) protein that binds with
high affinity to RAGE (the receptor for advanced glycation end products) which is present on the
extracellular surface of endothelial cells, smooth muscle cells, mesangial cells, mononuclear
phagocytes and certain neurons and thus is a potent mediator of inflammation outside the cell
[402], that must be blocked. Transport of free HMGB1 from nucleosol to cytosol is enabled by
phosphorylation, and phosphorylated HMGB1 present in the cytoplasm will not re-enter the
nucleus [403]. The chromallocyte should block the inflammatory action of HMGB1, either by
releasing an engineered phosphatase inhibitor analogous in action to okadaic acid [403] or by
releasing an engineered enzyme having specific recognition of HMGB1 and which competitively
functionalizes the protein with non-phosphoryl groups at all phosphorylation sites such that
nucleocytoplasmic shuttling of HMGB1 is not enabled. Competitive functionalization could also
be performed by transporting the protein inside the nanorobot using HMGB1-specific sorting
rotors (perhaps using a RAGE binding motif) and mechanochemically processing the molecules
on a catch-and-release basis. The inhibitor is reacquired by the nanorobot at the end of CRT.
(11) Deactivate transcription. DNA transcription activities in the nucleus (producing
mRNA for export to cytoplasm) must be halted, although ribosomal translation of extant mRNA
into protein will continue in the extranuclear compartment. Chromatin organization does not
require ongoing transcription [404]. Nucleolar dissolution normally occurs during mitosis
primarily as a result of: (a) the phosphorylation of RNA polymerase I transcription factors and
processing components [405], (b) mitotic repression of RNA pol I synthesis that inactivates
rDNA transcription occurs under the control of the cdc2-cyclin B kinase [406, 407], (c) mitotic
disassembly of intranuclear splicing factor compartments (SFCs) (aka. nuclear speckles [408])
mediated by SR protein kinase-1 [409], and so forth. To compel dissolution of the nucleolus
along with delocalization of other nuclear compartments and deactivation of transcription, the
chromallocyte could release into the nucleoplasm appropriate engineered molecules analogous in
action to reversible transcription inhibitors such as the adenosine analog 5,6-dichloro-beta-Dribofuranosylbenzimidazole (DRB), alpha-amanitin, or actinomycin D (AMD) [410].
Cajal bodies (CBs) [411] are reservoirs of transcription factors that preferentially localize to the
nucleolar periphery during interphase. They are released during nucleolar dissolution and will
likely aggregate in free-floating intranuclear structures similar to mitotic CB remnants [412],
since Cajal body and speckle components are observed to concentrate into large, distinct spots in
transcriptionally inactive nuclei [413]. There are no reports of caspase-mediated SFC or Cajal
body cleavage in the literature.
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(12) Detach chromatin. With apoptosis and other cell damage response pathways
temporarily disabled, a condition which might be termed “cellular anesthesia,” the chromallocyte
can now detach chromatin from its lamin B moorings in the nuclear lamina network on the
nucleoplasmic surface of the INM. Lamin B is normally cleaved by the lamin protease enzyme
caspase-6 that is part of the apoptotic cascade. This cleavage allows chromatin to detach from the
nuclear envelope [414]. The nanorobot can use molecular sorting rotors to assimilate all free
molecules of the synthetic caspase-6-specific inhibitor released earlier in Step 7, then release a
small amount of a similarly engineered synthetic protease based on natural caspase-6 [415],
causing chromatin detachment from the INM. The synthetic protease may then be reacquired and
the inhibitor re-introduced into the nucleoplasm, thus re-establishing full apoptotic blockade. The
synthetic protease should possess bulky laminophobic or lipophobic distal end groups to prevent
easy passage through the nuclear envelope, since natural caspase-6 in the cytosol can attack
elements of the cytoskeleton [416]. Care must be taken not to damage the lamins as a number of
serious cellular diseases called laminopathies are associated with disturbances in the lamin
protein structure [417]. Caspase-6 also cleaves chromatin -associated proteins such as SATB1 at
their DNA-binding sites, detaching the protein from the bases of chromatin loop domains,
mechanically untethering the domains [418].
Since lamina-associated polypeptide LAP2 is a DNA binding protein too, LAP2 proteolysis
might be required for the complete detachment of chromatin from the nuclear envelope [414].
The LAP2 nucleoplasmic domain includes a cleavage site [414] for caspase-3 so the
chromallocyte may need to repeat, using an engineered synthetic protease based on natural
caspase-3 [419], the synthetic inhibitor/protease cycle previously described for caspase-6, or,
alternatively, employ an analog to the phosphorylation/dephosphorylation cycle described in Step
19. Caspase-3 cleaves human scaffold attachment factor A [420], one of the major scaffold
attachment region DNA-binding proteins of human cells thought to be involved in nuclear
architecture by fastening chromatin loops to a proteinaceous nuclear skeleton, the putative
nuclear matrix or scaffold. Caspase-3 cleaves other elements of the nuclear matrix such as
nuclear mitotic apparatus (NuMA) protein [386], though there is also evidence for a possible
noncaspase cleavage protease for NuMA [421] that might require retardation by an engineered
analog to the serine protease inhibitor TPCK [422].
Caspases do not attack the support scaffold for the nuclear pore complexes which should remain
almost intact [423]. However, caspase-3 does cleave DFF45/ICAD which releases active
DFF40/CAD (DNA fragmentation factor, 40-kd subunit, aka. caspase-activated
deoxyribonuclease (CAD) in mouse), a major apoptotic nuclease, causing DNA fragmentation
[424, 425]. Simultaneous release of an engineered nuclease inhibitor analogous to
aurintricarboxylic acid [426], a downstream inhibitor of DFF40, but lacking that agent’s
undesired side effects [427] should prevent unwanted DNA fragmentation. Chromosome
margination normally associated with karyorrhexis during apoptosis [428] or other cell damage
response [429] thus should not be observed during nanorobot operations. Synthetic caspase-3 and
nuclease inhibitor can later be reacquired via molecular sorting rotors and the synthetic caspase-3
inhibitor re-introduced into the nucleoplasm, re-establishing full apoptotic blockade.
(13) Extend Proboscis. The Proboscis is extended out into the nuclear interior, with its
tines retracted and its surfaces in nonadhesive mode. Numerous telescoping tines are extended,
projecting perpendicular to the Proboscis trunk. Presentation semaphores on the external surface
of the extended tines are rotated to their chromophilic position, immediately providing a large
adhesive surface to which chromatin will strongly adhere (Section 3.2).
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(14) Rotate Proboscis. The Proboscis begins two slow co-rotations, the first a coaxial
rotation that can wind the detached chromatin fibers into a bolus around the shaft of the
manipulator, and the second a lateral gyration movement that forces the manipulator to sweep out
a series of conical surfaces of progressively larger, then smaller, radii, methodically sweeping
most of the accessible nuclear interior. In case a twist of strands extends from the tip of the
Proboscis (rather than being wrapped around it), occasionally bending the manipulator into a Ushape while rotating the base axially should wind the twist around the shaft. As the outermost
portion of the chromatin bolus adheres, and is drawn inward and coiled, the telescoping tines are
gradually retracted, compacting the bolus and bringing chromatin into contact with the shank of
the Proboscis, whose surface is then switched to chromophilic mode which further compacts the
bolus. Maniotis et al [32] experimentally demonstrated in 1997 that chromatin can be
mechanically withdrawn from a nucleus in approximately this manner by using a microsurgical
technique to physically extract chromosomes from living cells under isotonic conditions,
observing that “pulling a single nucleolus or chromosome out from interphase or mitotic cells
resulted in sequential removal of the remaining nucleoli and chromosomes, interconnected by a
continuous elastic thread.” Chromatin is much more resistant to stretching than to bending [430],
hence the spooled chromatin is expected to wrap into a tight packed structure perhaps similar to
the “spool models” investigated for DNA packaging in phage capsids [431, 432]. The Proboscis
is rotated relatively slowly to minimize the torques transmitted back through the rotating arm to
the nanorobot which is anchored on the nuclear wall, thus limiting shear forces applied to the
nuclear membrane that might otherwise tear the nuclear wall. Spool time is ~1000 sec (Section
3.2).
(15) Deploy funnel. After the Proboscis has spooled up the nuclear chromatin, the
manipulator is moved to the nanorobot-centered coaxial position and all rotation stops as the
funnel assembly is extended out into the nucleoplasm, surrounding and fully enclosing the ball of
material (Section 3.3). Low gearing of the motors driving the irising aperture composed of annuli
#A and #B coupled with a slow rotation of the Proboscis stalk (the tip of which remains outside
the funnel enclosure) will enable the application of sufficient cutting force to cleave any stray
chromatin strands that are attached to the bolus but remain outside of the interior void volume
after the funnel has irised closed. These stray strands are subsequently digested in situ by
nucleases (Step 16). After sealing the funnel, all tines on the Proboscis are retracted and its
surface chromophilicity is switched off. The funnel is retracted slightly to maintain maximum
compaction of the old chromatin while maintaining a watertight interface to the Proboscis
surface, exposing slightly more of the manipulator tip.
(16) Digest stray chromatin. To digest any stray chromatin that remains outside the
funnel enclosure after spooling is complete, along with viral or other foreign DNA that may be
present, the chromallocyte releases an engineered DNA nuclease that is faster but otherwise
analogous in action to known cytosolic nucleases [433, 434] that can digest, for example, free
single- or double-stranded circular plasmid cDNA in mammalian cytosol with a 50-90 minute
half-life [433]. This activity provides conservative assurance: (a) that none of the old DNA
[435] or even intact genes [436] can find their way into neighboring cells (normally prevented by
p53 [437]), (b) that no duplicate DNA will remain in the target cell undergoing CRT (which
could possibly produce excess gene copy or polyploidy pathologies; Section 1), and (c) that no
nucleic acid-mediated inhibition of nuclear enzyme activity can occur [438]. If necessary,
nucleotide digesta can be absorbed through the nucleoplasm-contacting surfaces of the nanorobot
using molecular sorting rotors, transferred through internal channels to the cytoplasm-contacting
surfaces, then discharged into the cytosol, thus preventing any possibility of nucleotide poisoning
of the nucleus. The amount of stray chromatin to be digested should be relatively small in
quiescent nonproliferating cells, hence is unlikely to elicit clinical pathologies such as Von
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Gierke’s disease (caused by excess purine), orotic aciduria (excess pyrimidine precursor), or
cytolic acidification (since nucleotides such as dAMP are polyfunctional acids). Upon
completion, the engineered DNA nuclease is reacquired by the nanorobot using molecular sorting
rotors.
(17) Dispense new chromatin. The new condensed chromatin (with associated
proteins) is discharged into the interior of the cell nucleus through the tip of the Proboscis which
lies outside of the sealed funnel assembly. Chromatin passage through a micropipette does not
appear to damage it [33] and core histones do not separate from DNA even when chromatin is
subjected to extreme stretching [439]. Slow funnel compaction aided by water pumping (Section
3.4) forces old waste chromatin into the vault spaces vacated by dispensed new chromatin and
exposes more of the Proboscis exterior, increasing its available work envelope as discharge
proceeds. The moving Proboscis places each strand near what should become its future
chromosome territory (CT). Chromosomes occupy preferred nuclear locations but there is no
evidence of a rigid suprachromosomal order [440]. No “north” or “south” pole of the short
nuclear axis, “west” or “east” pole of the long axis, or other compass polarizations can be
distinguished in human fibroblast nuclei [441]. The required placement locations of adjacent
chromosomes are largely independent of the presence or absence of specific neighbors since the
positions of CTs relative to each other is highly variable [442, 443], though the tandem arrays of
rDNA genes on chromosomes #13, #14, #15, #21 and #22 constituting the nucleolar-organizing
regions should be clustered [362]. Minor errors in chromatin positioning by the Proboscis should
not crucially affect the outcome because (a) interphase chromosomes are naturally present over a
fairly wide range of nuclear radii [441], (b) such chromosomes may be significantly intermingled
when decondensed [444], and (c) the precise organization of chromatin into domains varies from
mother to daughter cell [445]. Spontaneous chromosome folding during interphase can be
inferred by computational analysis of chromosome sequence, using the gene density profile as a
manifestation of the “folding code” [446]. Protein or other factors that might be necessary to
elicit complete CT self -assembly (possibly including matrix components [447], mechanoenzymes
or motor proteins), including histone-chromatin associations [448] and other higher-order
chromatin structures [449], can be released through the Proboscis during chromatin placement as
needed. The morphology and contents of accessory intranuclear compartments containing such
factors are highly dynamic [362].
CTs appear to be probabilistically assigned [441, 442] and systematic maps have been prepared
[441]. The radial position of a given CT (or segments thereof) is correlated with its size and gene
density [450], its transcriptional activity [451], and its replication timing [450], and also with
cytotype [442, 443] since most cell types only express a relatively small fraction of their genome
and because genes can be silenced if positioned into regions of chromosomes that are not
accessible to chromatin remodeling factors or transcriptional activators [452]. Specifically, small
gene-rich and early-replicating chromosomes (e.g., #17, #19, #20) concentrate toward the center
of the nucleus, typically without any apparent connection to the nuclear envelope [453], whereas
small gene-poor [454] and later-replicating chromosomes (e.g., #18, Y) aggregate toward the
nuclear periphery and are attached at the nuclear envelope [450, 453, 455], an evolutionarily
conserved organization from vertebrates [450] through primates [456] to humans [453]. The
transcriptionally inactive X chromosome localizes peripherally in female cells [451]. CT size is a
somewhat larger influence than gene density [457], with small chromosomes distributed
significantly closer to the center of the nucleus and large chromosomes preferentially located
towards the nuclear periphery [441, 453]. (In contrast to these highly reproducible radial
arrangements, 2D distances measured between heterochromatin blocks of homologous and
heterologous CTs are quite variable [453].) The head-to-tail orientation of the chromatin strand
during placement relative to nuclear center or periphery is also important – e.g., centromeric
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regions of at least ten chromosomes are localized on the nuclear periphery, often making contact
with the nuclear membrane, while telomeric domains are consistently localized within the interior
50% of the nuclear volume [458] – and may be controlled by the packing direction of the
chromosome, inside the nanorobot, which will be preserved during viscous extrusion.
Chromosome loci typically have confinement radii <0.5 micron [201], so relatively little postplacement movement of chromosomes and subchromosomal domains is anticipated [459].
(18) Decondense chromatin. The condensed chromatin must be decondensed,
distributing throughout the nucleus [459] in an unpacked form that will allow access to genes by
the transcription apparatus. The chromallocyte can elicit decondensation by releasing an
engineered synthetic factor analogous in action to trichostatin A (TSA)-induced histone
acetylation [460], nucleoplasmin [461], mimosine [462], or prothymosin alpha (ProTalpha) [463],
or by manipulating ion concentrations [32]. Natural mitotic decondensation takes from ~0.5 hr
for compact chromatin domains up to ~2 hours for less compact chromatin and nucleoli [459], but
chemically induced decondensation of chromatin prepositioned in proper territories should
proceed much faster since even natural decondensation motions can apparently occur as fast as ~1
micron/min [459]. The precise mechanism of natural decondensation is presently unknown but
likely involves the action of chromokinesin mechanoenzymes [464] such as the human
chromokinesin KIF4 which is predominantly associated with the nuclear matrix and has a
hexapeptide PKLRRR (amino acids 773-778) that functions as a nuclear localization signal,
suggesting that human KIF4 might be a mitotic nuclear motor molecule with DNA as its cargo
[465]. The nucleus also contains structural actin, actin-binding proteins, and myosin motor
molecule isoforms [466], and NuMA [467] has the dynamic capacity to form lattices [468].
Other motor molecules may rotate chromatin within CTs [469].
(19) Re-anchor chromatin. Upon decondensation, chromatin must be re-anchored to
lamin B attachment points in the INM. Integral INM proteins LAP2 and LBR mediate the
reassociation of nuclear membranes with chromosomes at the end of mitosis [470]. Since
phosphorylation of LAP2 by mitotic cytosol inhibits its binding to both lamin B1 and
chromosomes [471], such binding could be enabled by dephosphorylation of LAP2 using a
LAP2-targeted engineered synthetic protein phosphatase analogous to those known to
dephosphorylate lamin B [472] or histones [473], that could be released, then later reacquired, by
the chromallocyte.
(20) Reactivate transcription. DNA transcription activities in the nucleus (producing
mRNA for export to cytoplasm) must be resumed. Reversible transcription inhibitors that were
released in Step 11 are now reacquired by the chromallocyte, using sorting rotors possessing
binding sites for the inhibitors. The acquisition rate for 10 kD molecules at 1 nanomolar
concentration in nucleoplasm (~100 molecules) using 1000 sorting rotors is initially ~10
molecule/sec [39rr], falling to ~0.1 molecule/sec at 0.01 nanomolar (i.e., the last molecule to be
removed), hence nucleosol clearance time is ~500 sec. This pickup rate is consistent with the
known <100 sec transnuclear diffusion time of inhibitor proteins and protein complexes up to
~500 kD [362]. A bank of 1000 rotors each having 20 times the volume of the ~2 nm radius 10
kD molecule target occupies <0.001 micron3 of nanorobot hull volume.
Cajal bodies or CBs [474], SFCs [475] and the perichromosomal sheath [476] are mitotic
repositories for proteins required for a variety of interphase cellular processes, including the
synthesis of messenger RNA, assembly of ribosomes, repair of DNA double-strand breaks,
telomere maintenance, and apoptosis regulation. Association of proteins in the perichromosomal
layer [476] occurs from prophase until telophase, and CBs also preferentially localize some of
these proteins [477]. A similar intranuclear penumbra of protein factors should evade the
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mechanical chromatin detachment/spooling process of CRT that occurs nearer the nuclear center.
These factors should remain available for subsequent transcriptional activities because turnover
of nuclear components is minimal [477a] and because rapid exchange of proteins has been
observed between the nucleoplasm and virtually all nuclear compartments including the
nucleolus, SFCs, CBs, PNCs, and heat-shock granules [362]. For example, more than 10,000
molecules of the rRNA processing enzyme fibrillarin are released each second from the 2-3
nucleoli in a cell nucleus [93]. The linker histone H1, which resides outside of nucleosomes but
acts as a structural chromatin protein, is dynamically exchanged between binding sites [478], with
each molecule of H1 residing for only ~1 minute on chromatin before it dissociates [91]. Another
group of structural chromatin-binding proteins, the high-mobility group proteins, associate only
transiently with chromatin, residing on chromatin for less than 5 seconds [93]. Nucleologenesis
[405] is concurrent with the reinitiation of transcription following resumption of RNA
polymerase I function [479] and re-localization of some soluble factors (UBF, nucleolin,
fibrillarin) [480]. Introduction of rDNA minigenes results in the formation of mini-nucleoli in the
nucleoplasm with nucleolar components accumulating at rDNA-transcription sites [362], directly
demonstrating that resumption of rDNA transcription should be sufficient for the assembly of the
nucleolus [481, 482].
DNA transcription now resumes after a total hiatus of ~4700 sec (1.3 hr). During the hiatus,
protein synthesis has proceeded as normal in the cytoplasmic compartment because typically
about half of the mRNA in mammalian tissue cells has a ~6 hour half-life against cytosolic
RNAase degradation and the other half of the mRNA has a ~24 hour half-life (~cell cycle length)
[87], though differentiated cells devoted to synthesis of specific products have even greater
stability and a few eukaryotic mRNAs are less stable. Since only (1-(1/2)(1.3)/6) ~ 14% of
cytosolic mRNA may naturally degrade during the transcription hiatus, most metabolic and
regulatory cell functions should remain normal during CRT. If mRNA degradation becomes a
serious concern, the stability of some mRNAs may be regulated by external agents such as
hormones [87] whose concentration may be manipulated by the chromallocyte. Alternatively,
cytosolic RNAases could be temporarily extracted from the cytosol using molecule-specific
pumps on the surface of the chromallocyte or the nanorobot could release (then later reacquire)
reversible RNAase inhibitors, thus extending the active lifespan of existing mRNA strands
already present in the cytoplasm, during CRT.
(21) Remove nuclear blockades. Engineered inflammation signal inhibitors or
enzymes released during Step 10 are reacquired by the chromallocyte, and blockage of DNA
repair (Step 9) and apoptosis (Step 8) pathways is reversed by extraction of relevant factors using
molecular sorting rotors. The Proboscis is fully retracted to its original interior position.
(22) Reverse nucleopenetration. Retracing Step 7, the chromallocyte slowly
withdraws from the nucleus, allowing the breached surface of the nuclear membrane to self-seal
[39jj, 40i], as commonly occurs, evidently without mishap, during pronuclear microinjection [33].
Simple gene mutations have elicited a nuclear envelope seal that covers nuclear pore openings
[483] or nuclear envelope herniations that extend into the cytoplasm [484], and the ER can
provide new material to fill holes in mechanically damaged nuclear membrane [485]. Nuclear
membrane breaches also might be induced to re-seal by the nanorobot release of an engineered
synthetic GTPase similar to Ran [486], since smoothed nuclear envelopes incorporating nuclear
pores have been assembled around Ran-coated beads, forming double -walled pseudo-nuclei that
actively imported nuclear proteins even in the absence of chromatin. Just as two haploid nuclei
held in close proximity will rapidly fuse to form a single diploid nucleus during karyogamy [487],
similarly a flap of vacated nuclear envelope wall should spontaneously fuse with the larger
section from which it was cut. The chromallocyte might accelerate this process by releasing
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along the seam of the fissure an engineered synthetic nuclear envelope fusogen similar in function
to (a) the BiP -activated ER-localized fusogen that elicits nuclear fusion and karyogamy in yeast
[488], (b) phosphatidylinositol-induced diacylglycerol that elicits fusion of nuclear envelope
membrane precursor vesicles following mitosis [489], or (c) the EFF-1 fusogen protein for cellcell fusion [490], red cell fusogen [491], the mitochondrial fusogen protein ORF640p [492], or
the tetraspanin fusogen peripherin-2 [493].
(23) Reverse cytopenetration. Retracing Step 4, the nanorobot withdraws from the cell,
passing through the cell plasma membrane out into the extracellular regions. Plasma membrane
is readily resealed [494] by the chromallocyte [39jj, 40i], possibly employing specialized
fusogens [495, 496]. During membrane transit, the nanorobot can pump excess nucleotiderelated materia ls out of the cytosol and into the extracellular region using sorting rotors if
necessary in the case of proliferating cells (Section 6.1). Simultaneously, the
mechanotransduction blockage initiated in Step 5 should be reversed by retrieving the synthetic
mechanotransduction inhibitors previously released into the cell. Diffusion time is ~0.1 sec for
10 kD molecules across ~1 micron paths in cytoplasm [39ab].
(24) ECM emigration. Retracing Step 3, the chromallocytes proceed away from the
target cell towards the nearest capillary vessel, through which they originally entered. In some
cases, the nanorobot may need to transit 1-2 cells to reach the ECM before arriving at the nearest
blood vessel.
(25) Reverse transmigration. Retracing Step 2, the nanorobots exit the tissues by
undertaking extravasation via basal to apical (reverse) transendothelial migration (aka. reverse
transmigration or reverse diapedesis) [497] through the local endothelium to gain entry into the
vascular lumina, resealing breaches caused by their passage [39k].
(26) Exit the body. Using guidance from the navigational grid and the previously
prepared map, the chromallocytes walk along the blood vessel surface moving away from the
target organ until they reach the nanocannula through which they were originally introduced, then
exit the body through the nanocannula, the reverse of Step 1. Because the devices do not freely
circulate in the blood, they may enter or exit the body through an artery or vein, whichever is
most convenie nt. If a few nanorobots are accidentally left behind, they should still be capable of
emergency auto-excretion through the renal tubules as long as external power is still being
supplied to the patient, or they can allow themselves to be harmlessly phagocytosed and
transported to lymph nodes (Section 6.11). Alternatively, though much less efficiently and with
greater risk, the nanorobots could simply pass into the venous system and be removed from the
general blood circulation by “chromallocyte affinity filtration” or even nanapheresis [39yy] (e.g.,
dialysis).

6. Special Cases and Alternate Missions
6.1 Proliferating Cells
The standard cell cycle for proliferating cells includes four rigidly-controlled and sequentiallyexecuted phases: entry G1 phase (cell expands in size), S phase (DNA synthesis), G2 phase
(resting), and final brief M phase (mitosis or cell division, only ~4% of total cycle duration).
Cells not currently replicating are said to be in the quiescent G0 phase; cells may exit M phase
into either G0 (to cease proliferating) or G1 (to resume proliferating). In adult organisms, many
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cell types (e.g., parenchymal cells of the liver and kidney, and glial (brain), retina, muscle (heart),
and fibroblast cells) enter the G0 phase semi-permanently and can only be induced to resume
dividing under very specific circumstances, while a few other cell types (e.g., bone marrow,
epithelial cells, oral/intestinal mucosa, hair follicles) continue to divide throughout an organism’s
lifetime. The fraction of proliferating cells in a target organ or tissue varies greatly according to
cytotype. For example, the observed growth fraction (GF) (the proportion of actively
proliferating cells in G1/S/G2/M phase as a percentage of all viable cells of a given cytotype) is
0.4% for brain glial cells [498], 7.6% for oral mucosa [499], 9.8% for peripheral blood stem cells
[500], 10-20% for liver hepatocytes [501], 17.8% for bladder [502], ~40% for skin epidermis
[503], and 44% for gut epithelium [504]. G0 cells are readily distinguished from nonquiescent
cells by well-known cytochemical markers [505], and other markers can distinguish among the
G1 phase (e.g., cyclin D1 [506]), S phase (e.g., cyclin A [506], PCNA [507]), G2 phase (e.g.,
cyclin B1 [506]), and M phase (e.g., p105 [508], p34(cdc2) [509], mitosin [510]) of a
proliferating cell. Chromallocyte activities applicable to quiescent G0 cells (Section 5) must be
slightly modified for CRT on nonquiescent cells, as follows.
If the cell is found to be in G1 phase during the organ survey (Section 5.1), the survey nanorobot
releases into the cytosol an engineered synthetic reversible G1/S phase transition inhibitor
perhaps analogous in action to the tumor suppressor retinoblastoma protein pRb that blocks Sphase entry [511], or analogous to cyclin dependent kinase (CDK) inhibitors that suppress cell
growth [512], blocking replication licensing and arresting the cell in a G2-like resting state [513].
For example, increased expression of p21waf1/cip1 blocks cdk2 activity in G1 phase, leading to
hypophosphorylation of pRb and inhibition of cell cycle progression into S phase [514]. After
normal chromosome replacement (Section 5.2) on a cell trapped in G1 phase, the inhibitor is
extracted and cell biochemistry is reset to G0 or G1 by directly altering the concentrations of
crucial cytochemical factors. Cells found to be in G0 during the survey that subsequently enter
G1 cannot have exited G1 phase prior to chromallocyte arrival since the duration of G1 is
typically 6-12 hours.
If the cell is found to be in S phase or G2 phase, the survey nanorobot releases into the cytosol an
engineered synthetic reversible downregulator perhaps analogous to elements of known pathways
that mediate rapid arrest in G2 in response to DNA damage by downregulating a large number of
genes encoding proteins required for G2 and M, thus eliminating essential cell cycle proteins and
keeping the cell arrested at the G2/M checkpoint [515] without triggering apoptosis. A synthetic
inhibitor analogous to roscovitine could also be released, non-apoptotically directly inhibiting
DNA synthesis in S-phase cells [516]. Following funnel sealing during chromosome replacement
(Section 5.2), up to half of the DNA may remain outside the closed funnel (because an entire
second genome has been replicated) and thus must be digested in situ (Step 16), using extra
nuclease provided onboard for this purpose. Note that whole-genome digestion and extranuclear
release would raise cytosolic nucleotide concentration to ~0.002 gm/cm3, 1-3 orders of magnitude
higher than normal levels of AMP/GMP in cytoplasm and free nucleotides in blood plasma. Any
such excess nucleotide must subsequently be pumped from the cytoplasm to the extracellular
space (Step 23) during chromallocyte egress from the cell, at which time the cycle inhibitors also
are extracted and cell biochemistry is reset to G0/G1 as required.
In the relatively rare case that the cell is found to be in M phase, mitosis will be allowed to run to
completion but the survey nanorobot will release into the nucleus-free cytosol an engineered
synthetic reversible cell-cycle restart inhibitor analogous in action to the inhibitor protein geminin
[517] and other factors [518] that apparently prevent replication licensing by Cdt1, a key
component of the origin recognition complex (ORC), thus blocking the cell from reinitiating G1
phase at the normal end of mitosis, without inducing apoptosis [519]. Most eukaryotic cell types
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can withdraw from proliferative cell cycles and remain quiescent for extended periods [520].
Since two cells will now exit M phase and both will require CRT, the cell map is adjusted
accordingly and two chromallocytes instead of one are dispatched to the site. After normal
completion of chromosome replacement (Section 5.2), the synthetic restart inhibitor is extracted
and cell biochemistry is reset to G0/G1 as required. Cells undergoing mitosis during Phase I
survey will complete mitosis in at most ~1 hr, hence should be postmitotic by the start of Phase
IV of CRT.

6.2 Pathological Cells
Cells with chromatin-related pathologies such as cancer, viral insertions, aging, or genetic disease
can be corrected by CRT. Cells with chromatin-unrelated pathologies such as intracellular
lipofuscin, crystalloid deposits or other storage diseases, or indwelling viral, bacterial, or parasitic
infections should be cleared of these deposits or pathogens [42] before performing CRT. Isolated
cells with severe physical or mechanical trauma that are incapable of self-repair might be allowed
to enter apoptosis, and any apoptosis in progress should be allowed to continue to completion to
provide an orderly alternative to necrosis. However, large numbers of contiguous cells with
severe physical trauma (e.g., major wounds) should be surgically replaced or repaired by other
nanorobotic instrumentalities prior to CRT.

6.3 Brain, Bone, and Mobile Cells
Access to cells for CRT will be more challenging in a few organs. For example, CRT in the brain
requires nanorobotic passage through the blood-brain barrier (BBB) [40h], or alternatively
through nanocannula placed directly into the neuropil. Chromallocyte mobility systems must
carefully avoid mechanical disruption of dendrites and synaptic connections by reducing transit
velocities, applied forces, and mechanical frequencies. Mechanical pathologies of neural tissue
include spinal cord dysfunction from mechanical compression [521], enhanced vulnerability to
secondary insults following sublethal mechanical stretch [522], glial reaction to vestibular nerve
dendrite lesions [523], and waves of apoptotic neurodegeneration [524]. In bone, marrow and
cancellous bone cells are readily accessible even to large nanorobots due to the open lattice
structure [39ss]. However, nanorobots seeking access to osteoblasts and osteocytes located in
compact bone must transit out of the 20-micron Haversian canals into smaller fluid-filled
canaliculi averaging 0.3 microns in diameter (range 0.1-1.0 micron) [525], necessitating modified
nanorobot and mission designs. Dentin cells in the teeth are somewhat more accessible through
1-4 micron diameter dentinal tubules [526, 527], but smaller chromallocytes or multiple cell visits
per replacement operation may still be required.
For nonfixed nontissue cells such as leukocytes and fibroblasts, cell mobility may preclude a
fixed-map-driven CRT mission because, e.g., fibroblasts hasten through ECM at speeds of 2002000 microns/hr [39g]. However, most mobile cells have short lifetimes – e.g., neutrophil
lifespan is ~3 hours in blood, ~3 days in tissue [528], and typically 1-2 months [529, 530] but up
to 4-8 months [531, 532] for cultured fibroblasts. These cells will be naturally replaced in due
course with new cells that can possess corrected chromosomes, since map-assisted CRT can be
performed on the progenitor mesenchymal and hematopoietic source cells [533] that are located
at relatively fixed positions in bone marrow and in the lympho-hematopoietic components of
other organs (e.g., thymus, spleen, lymph node, Peyer’s patches). If desired, circulating nucleated
mobile cells could be extracted from blood via cytapheresis [534], after which these cells may be
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individually characterized [535] and receive CRT in an ex vivo processing device, then be
returned to the patient’s circulation. Similar catch-and-release CRT strategies can be employed
for longer-lived tissue-dwelling mobile cells if required.

6.4 Multinucleate Cells
A few cell types such as skeletal muscle cells, osteoclasts, megakaryocytes, and some hepatocytes
have multiple nuclei of similar size [55]. To perform CRT on multinucleate targets, multiple
chromallocytes must be sent, in sequence (to avoid cytoplasmic crowding), to the cell. Upon
arrival, the first nanorobot enters the cell, seeks out a nucleus, ascertains that the nucleus has not
previously had CRT by verifying the absence of marker (see below), then performs CRT on that
nucleus. After exiting the nucleus following CRT and resealing the nuclear envelope (Section
5.2, Step 22), the chromallocyte nanoinjects into the nucleus a small quantity of a low-MW fastdiffusing engineered marker molecule. The marker molecule should be biologically inactive and
should possess bulky laminophobic or lipophobic distal end groups to discourage diffusion
through the nuclear envelope, but should be capable of degradation into biologically inactive but
metabolizable cleavage products by native nuclear enzymes with a half-life conveniently
exceeding the anticipated total mission duration (e.g., >24 hours). The second nanorobot to
arrive at the cell repeats the search for a nucleus, perhaps finds the marked one and skips it, and
proceeds to the next unmarked nucleus where it performs CRT, then again injects marker in the
second nucleus to indicate task completion. This procedure continues with successive
chromallocytes until all nuclei are tagged with marker. Any surplus nanorobot that arrives
subsequently and finds that all available nuclei are marked should exit the cell without
performing CRT. Because nanorobots should work sequentially, not concurrently, each
additional nucleus in a multinucleate cell population adds ~2 hours to total mission duration (per
wave of repair) compared to CRT on mononucleate cell populations.
In the case of highly elongated muscle cells containing up to several hundred myonuclei [536],
time can be saved by injecting a different binary-coded marker into each nucleus during mapping,
with each chromallocyte targeted to a different marker inside that cell. Since myonuclei are wellseparated, typically 20-50 microns between nearest-neighbor nuclei [537], the simultaneous
intracellular presence of multiple CRT nanorobots should be tolerable. Initial myonuclear
locations can be surveyed and mapped as a rough guide for later-arriving chromallocytes that will
continue sampling in the vicinity until they detect their encoded target chemical marker.
Myonuclei are observed to maintain their relative positions over long periods of time, with
internuclear distances typically varying by a mean ~5.9 micron over a 4-day observation period in
murine myotubes [537].

6.5 Karyolobism and Karyomegaly
Karyolobism occurs when the cell nucleus is lobed, possibly so deeply lobated or divided that the
cell appears to have multiple nuclei. A cell having a single but non-compact nucleus with DNA
distributed throughout numerous lobes could be more difficult for a chromallocyte to reliably
clear of its chromatin. The most common karyolobate cells are the polymorphonuclear
leukocytes (or granulocytes) and include the neutrophils (~60% of all leukocytes), eosinophils (14%), and basophils (<1%). All three types are found in the blood but are short-lived and
produced from bone marrow progenitors (which are not karyolobate), hence can be replaced
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(after a time lag) with cells having new DNA by performing CRT on the progenitors and not on
the granulocytes themselves (Section 6.3).
Karyomegaly is the abnormal enlargement of the cell nucleus, a condition which could make it
harder for the chromallocyte, which has limited physical reach, to efficiently spool the old
chromatin. Pathological karyomegaly occurs most commonly in kidney cells due to heavy metal
[538], chemical [539], and viral [540] nephropathies, but also in liver [541, 542]) and pancreas
[542] cells, arterial endothelial cells [543], and in the epithelial and mesenchymal cells of several
other organs [544]. For example, mouse thigh muscle nurse cell nuclei of normal mean volume
84 micron3 (range 42-170 micron3) increase 8-fold to a peak mean volume of 681 micron3 (range
407-1138 micron3) by day 8 after infection with Trichinella spiralis [545]. Similar changes also
normally occur in proliferating cells, whose nuclei can increase in volume by up to 5-6 times
during G1 phase [459], and to a lesser extent in the nuclear volumes of cells of juvenile animals
as they mature to adults (e.g., by +79% for rat cardiac myocytes [546]). Note that the 6.2 micron
radius of a large 1000 micron3 spherical nucleus is significantly exceeded by the maximum (LProb
+ Zext ) ~ 9.05 micron reach of a nuclear-envelope-anchored nuclear-indwelling chromallocyte.
Mitochondriomegaly – an abnormal swelling by up to +236% of DNA-containing mitochondrial
organelles during disease – has also been observed [547, 548], with similar relevance to prospects
for mitochondrial CRT (Section 6.6).

6.6 Mitochondrial DNA
Mitochondria are scattered throughout the cytoplasm in virtually all aerobic cells, with numbers
ranging from ~300/cell for relatively inactive cells like lymphocytes up to 2000-3000/cell for
very active cells such as liver, kidney tubule and cardiac muscle cells (where mitochondria may
occupy up to 20% of total cell volume [70]). Uniquely in animal cells outside of the nucleus,
mitochondria contain their own DNA (mtDNA) though this role as a genetic vault may be
incompatible with the role of these organelles in bioenergetics since electron transport results in
the generation of reactive oxygen species that can sometimes induce lesions in the mtDNA [549].
This “design error” is possibly remediable by constitutively offloading transgenic copies of
mtDNA onto the nuclear chromosomes (proposed for treating disease [550] and aging [551, 552]
and first partially demonstrated experimentally in 1986 [553]), an interesting subject that
nevertheless lies beyond the scope of this paper. Many classically untreatable mitochondrial
diseases that arise from single homoplasmic mutations in mtDNA typically affect nonmitotic
brain, retina, or muscle tissues. Evolving evidence als o implicates mtDNA abnormalities in
diseases such as Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, and type II diabetes though specific causal mutations
for these conditions remain imprecisely defined [554]. These problems have led to proposals for
mitochondrial gene replacement therapy using the traditional techniques of biotechnology [552,
555], possibly using engineered organisms perhaps derived from known bacterial symbionts than
can live inside mitochondria [555a].
Chromallocytes may offer a more efficient approach. CRT is normally performed only on
nuclear chromatin, but mtDNA could be replaced using chromallocyte-class devices and a revised
treatment protocol. The typical ~1 micron human mitochondrion possesses a genome [556] that
includes 5-10 identical double-stranded circular DNA molecules each of ~5 micron contour
length encoding 22 tRNA genes, 2 rRNA genes, and 13 protein-coding regions using ~16,569
base pairs [87]. Even for cells in which 3000 mitochondria are present, the total DNA to be
replaced would be at most ~500 million base pairs per cell or ~8% of the normal chromallocyte
payload, allowing mitochondrial-targeted chromallocytes to be much smaller in size but requiring
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redesigned Proboscis and funnel assemblies for efficient mtDNA extraction and replacement.
The replacement procedure would be similar to the marker-based process described in Section 6.4
for multinucleate cells, except that all mitochondrial organelles within a target cell would have
their DNA replaced by a single nanorobot during one visit. Since a purely random catch-andrelease strategy would produce unacceptably long search times once most, but not all,
mitochondria had been processed, demobilization and positional sequestration of the organelles as
they are processed would greatly reduce total CRT time and better ensure task completion.
Alternatively, a possibly more efficient negative-pass system could be employed in which a
hypothetical engineered marker molecule, capable of localizing only to the interior fluid of
mitochondria [557] and also capable of targeting mitochondria for lysosomal digestion [558]
(aka. “mitoptosis” [356] or “mitophagy” [559]) once naturally cleaved inside the organelle after a
lengthy degradation time delay, is diffused into the cytosol by the nanorobot, then extracted from
the cytosol after an appropriate waiting time to ensure mitochondrial uptake. Marker would then
be extracted from any organelle receiving CRT from the nanorobot, thus ultimately preserving it,
but leaving unmodified mitochondria to their marker-induced digestive fate [560, 561]. Any
resulting shortage of mitochondria in the cell would be rapidly eliminated by replication of
surviving mitochondria [562] upon which CRT had been performed. It might also be useful to
chemically induce mitochondria to eject their mtDNA into the cytosol [563, 564], thus permitting
convenient enzymatic degradation prior to CRT, if new methods can be found that avoid
destroying the organelle.

6.7 Nonpathological Mosaicism
Genetic mosaicism is the presence of two distinct genomes in the cells of the same individual, as
in nonpathological X-chromosome inactivation (Section 4.1) which is a form of non-DNAsequence mosaicism, or as in various pathological conditions related to somatic mosaicism [565],
germ line (gonadal) mosaicism [566], or mitochondrial heteroplasmy [567], which the patient
might wish to correct (Section 4.1).
The most important example of nonpathological mosaicism is found in the immune system where
B cells each display just one of ~108-109 possible antigen receptor types, with ~107 different
specificities occurring in a single individual [568]. Since the amino acid sequence comprising the
receptor protein is encoded in B-cell DNA, there are ~107 unique genomes that may be found in
this cell population within each patient, with each genome differing very slightly from the others
primarily by the coding of 30-60 amino acids in the hypervariable or V(D)J recombination
domains containing most of the epitope-specific sequence variation [569]. B cells are
concentrated in lymph and lymph nodes. When activated by antigen, B cells replicate and
differentiate into large number of antibody-producing plasma cells with a ~1 week lifetime, then
a few plasma cells differentiate into memory B cells that are stored in the germinal centers of
lymphoid organs to maintain a long-term record of past antigens encountered. Performing
information-preservative CRT on the immune system would require sampling and sequencing all
~107 unique specificities of the individual patient (directly sampled from genomes taken from the
~1012-cell B cell and T cell lymphocyte populations or inferred by sampling the ~1020 circulating
free immunoglobulin molecules), then replacing the genomes of the relatively fixed stem cell and
germinative cell populations with an appropriate number of randomly distributed new genomes
encoding all ~107 specificities, thus preserving the patient’s original mix of antigen reactivity. A
catch-and-release cytapheresis-based CRT process (Section 6.3) could also be applied to
circulating nucleated B cells and T cells in an ex vivo processing device, if desired. Alternatively,
patients could be provided with a more robust set of antigenic reactivities as a supplement or
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replacement to their own, possibly dramatically improving immune response. Immunoglobulin
genes [570] and the related T cell receptor (TCR) genes [569] may constitute the largest gene
family, representing >2% of the human genome and residing on multiple chromosomes, but the
total amount of hypervariable information to be extracted is probably less than one short
chromosome. A ~3 cm3 block of nanomechanical sequencing hardware (Section 4.2) could
sequence ~104 chromosome-equivalents/sec, thus processing 100 copies x 107 specificities in
~105 sec or about 1 day. All else equal, chromatin manufacturing and chromallocyte operational
times should be largely unchanged.
Limited mosaicism may also take place during brain development due to retrotransposition events
in LINE-1 elements that can alter the expression of neuronal genes and produce mosaicism in
adult neurons derived from a single original neuronal genome in that patient [571]. If this process
is confirmed, similar CRT strategies can be employed and refined by future work.

6.8 Partial- or Single-Chromosome CRT
Early proposals for cell repair nanorobots [572] envisioned intracellular in situ diagnosis and
repair on a molecule-by-molecule basis. But replacing a single defective nucleotide or a single
defective gene on a given chromosome, rather than replacing the entire chromosome, would
require controlled spooling to the exact site needing repair. It might risk possible inadvertent
activation of nearby cancer-causing genes, or other unwanted genes, analogous to retroviral
oncogenesis [573], if new material, added in situ, is improperly spliced in. Similarly, identifying,
extracting, and replacing just one chromosome from among many in the nucleus might demand
chemically-modifying and relatively time-consuming in situ chromosome identification processes
analogous to FISH [574], might require additional chromatin sequencing and manufacturing
facilities to be built into the nanorobot, will require the same procedural overhead (e.g.,
implementing reversible apoptosis blocking, etc.), and would risk disruption of existing territories
and mechanical damage to adjacent chromosomes which are not being replaced. The wholegenome replacement strategy also is affirmed by the evolved natural process of highly reliable
cell replication, in which a cell replicates just once every DNA sequence in the nucleus, and
having initiated replication must pursue it to completion with a whole genome. Biology never
tries to replicate just one chromosome at a time, possible evolutionary evidence that piecemeal
replacement may invite unacceptable error. The whole-genome strategy also permits all defects
on multiple chromosomes to be efficiently corrected at once, avoiding subsequent repeat visits to
the same cell to correct other deficiencies.
At the other extreme, replacing existing whole nuclei with premanufactured nuclei using mobile
nanorobots seems difficult because the typical ~268 micron3 nuclear volume [39a], even if
compacted by partial dehydration [40r], would require a 200-300 micron3 delivery vehicle, too
large to conveniently traverse the capillaries. A non-nanorobot pipette-based strategy for
performing nuclear replacement on trillions of closely-packed cells in otherwise undisturbed
organs seems unduly intrusive but cannot be ruled out. However, the multiple shapes (Section
6.4) and sizes (Section 6.5) of nuclei complicate the mission. Mechanical enucleation also would
require sequestration of a much larger quantity of waste material, would require a more
aggressive suppression of mechanotransductio n and apoptotic responses throughout the cell than
for CRT, and would severely disrupt the existing ER apparatus and the numerous cytoskeletal
associations with the nucleus.
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6.9 Single-Cell and Whole-Body CRT
Chromallocytes might be targeted to perform CRT on sub-organ-sized groupings of cells such as
(a) fixed-tissue micrometastases [575] or migrating [576] tumor cell clusters (but not to
circulating cancer cell clusters [577, 578] which should be destroyed, not repaired), (b) localized
bone joint senescent chondrocytes [579], (c) hair follicle cells in balding scalp [580], and so forth.
Targeting small numbers of isolated individual cells for CRT is feasible but seems inefficient.
At the other extreme, whole-body CRT is feasible but the process would take considerably longer
than 7 hours. As a crude estimate, if chromosome replacement can be performed on ~1012 tissue
cells in 4 hours (Section 5.1), then extending the procedure to all ~1013 tissue cells in the body
[39tt] implies a ~43 hour treatment time for continuously-performed whole-body CRT, with
special cases possibly adding another 5-10 hours to the total. This estimate assumes that survey
operations in one organ can proceed in parallel with chromatin replacement operations in another
previously surveyed organ. However, all cells cannot be processed at once because the
simultaneous operation of >1013 chromallocytes at a 50-200 pW power draw would dissipate
>1000 watts inside the human body, well in excess of the ~100 watt maximum safe thermogenic
limit in vivo [39ac].

6.10 Heteroiatrogeny
One potential occasional risk inherent in single-organ CRT is “heteroiatrogeny” – a potentially
adverse state caused by medical treatment of some organs but not others, informally known as
“car repair syndrome.” Just as replacing one broken part in an aging automobile with a new part
can put sudden fatal extra stress on the remaining older original parts, restoring just a single organ
to youthful levels of performance might put stress on the remaining unrepaired organs, hastening
their failure as well. For example, restoring only the hormonal organs of a geriatric patient to full
youthful vigor might encourage the patient to exercise more violently than his other aging organs
could tolerate, possibly leading to torn ligaments and muscle damage [581], bone fractures [582]
and osteoporosis [583], organ changes [584], other symptoms analogous to overtraining [585],
and other serious injuries such as heart failure or stroke. Similarly, if a single repaired organ of a
pair (e.g., one of the two lungs or kidneys) functions better alone than had both of the original
aging organs working together, this could remove stress from the unrepaired organ and allow it to
atrophy. The risks in heteroiatrogeny thus may argue in favor of whole-body CRT, a modern
redux of holistic medicine [586] in the nanomedical era.

6.11 Nanorobot Malfunction
Nanorobots are designed with tenfold redundancy of most mission-critical components, double
the lesser five-fold redundancy of the Space Shuttle computers [587]. Systematic failure rates for
nanomachines are dominated by radiation damage effects. Adopting Drexler’s [51c]
nanomachine radiation damage model and applying it to a system comprised of Nc components,
with each component comprised of n redundant parts, the probability Pop that the system remains
operational after T mission years is approximated by: Pop = exp [-Nc (1 - pop )n], where pop = the
probability that an individual part remains operational; pop ~ exp(-1015 Dradmpart ), where mpart =
mass of the part in kg and Drad = radiation dose in rads ~ 0.3 T mission for normal background
radiation in the terrestrial environment. Assuming that all chromallocyte modular “parts” are
similar in mass (mpart ~ 10-19 kg) to the ~4,000,000-atom nanorobotic manipulator arm described
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elsewhere [51d], then the ~4 trillion-atom chromallocyte has at most Nc ~ 106 such components
each with pop ~ 0.99997 for T mission = 1 year. Even using only fivefold redundancy (n = 5), Pop ~ 1
- 10-16 which implies a failure rate of ~1 nanorobot per year per 10,000 trillion nanorobots, or a
~0.1% probability of a single nanorobot failure per whole-body CRT procedure. With tenfold
redundancy, intrinsic failure rates are even lower.
Other modes of nanorobot malfunction such as nonredundant equipment failure (e.g., jammed
Proboscis, vault leak, etc.), engulfment by phagocytes [40k], biofouling [40m], cross-interface
adhesions [40n], computer failure [39uu] or navigational errors [39vv] seem more likely but are
also expected to occur very infrequently. In the rare event that a chromallocyte becomes
immobilized in cyto during a replacement operation, the affected transcription-deactivated cell
will soon exhaust its remaining mRNA and suffer a necrotic death, eventually releasing the inert
nanorobot into the surrounding intercellular medium. In this case, or in the case of a nanorobot
that fails before reaching its cellular target, the inert nanorobot ultimately will be taken up by
phagocytes which may then be harmlessly granulomatized at the site for indefinite periods [40o,
40p] or may be swept into the lymphatic circulation resulting in permanent harmless
sequestration in the lymph nodes [40q]. If desired, the patient may be post-operatively
resurveyed and all such accumulations can be removed by scavenger nanorobots specialized for
this purpose.

7. Conclusions
This paper reports the first theoretical scaling analysis and mission design for a cell repair
nanorobot. The chromallocyte is a hypothetical mobile cell-repair nanorobot whose primary
purpose is to perform chromosome replacement therapy (CRT), in which the entire chromatin
content of the nucleus in a living cell is extracted and promptly replaced with a new set of
prefabricated chromosomes which have been artificially manufactured as defect-free copies of the
originals. The chromallocyte will be capable of limited vascular surface travel into the capillary
bed of the targeted tissue or organ, followed by extravasation, histonatation, cytopenetration, and
complete chromatin replacement in the nucleus of the target cell, and ending with a return to the
bloodstream and subsequent extraction of the device from the body at the original infusion site,
completing the CRT mission. Replacement chromosomes are manufactured in a desktop ex vivo
chromosome sequencing and manufacturing facility, then loaded into the nanorobots for delivery
to specific targeted cells during CRT. The CRT mission involves a 5-phase procedure, one of
which includes a specific 26-step process for performing whole-genome chromosome exchange
nanosurgery on a living cell, using the chromallocytes.
A single lozenge-shaped 69 micron3 chromallocyte measures 4.18 microns and 3.28 microns
along cross-sectional diameters and 5.05 microns in length, typically consuming 50-200 pW in
normal operation and a maximum of 1000 pW in bursts during outmessaging, the most energyintensive task. Treatment of an entire large human organ such as a liver, involving simultaneous
CRT on all 250 billion multinucleate hepatic tissue cells, might require the localized infusion of a
~1 terabot ~69 cm3 chromallocyte dose in a 1-liter 7% saline suspension during a ~7 hour course
of therapy. Modified procedures are potentially available for special cases including (1)
proliferating, pathological, multinucleate, and karyolobate cells, (2) cells in locations where
access is difficult such as brain, bone, or mobile cells, and (3) cells expressing genetic mosaicism,
and also for alternative missions including (1) partial- or single-chromosome replacement, (2)
single-cell and whole-body CRT, and (3) mitochondrial DNA replacement.
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